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ABSTRACT

THE ACTION APPROACH TO ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY: A COMPARATIVE

ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF TWO NEW HUMAN SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

by

Thomas Dunstan Lonner

This study is a comparative analysis of the creation and development

of two Community Mental Health programs in the late 1960's and early

1970's. This study analyzes these two organizations within the pur

poses, technology, and imagery of their times.

The bulk of sociological theory on the nature of organizations tends

to treat organizations as if they were independent of their time.

Theorists also seem to treat organizations with little sense of their

change and development. Holding time as a theoretical internal and ex

ternal constant makes possible simple explanations of the causal rela

tionships among elements of an organization. These explanations com

monly depict organizations as essentially machines or similarly closed

Systems.

Depicting organizations as machines or closed systems leads to thinking

about them in terms of structures, roles, inputs and outputs, tasks,

and technologies. Lacking historicity, subjectivity, and voluntarism,

these theories describe, but do not explain organization action and

Structure.



Continued elaboration of ahistorical closed-systems has not explained

modern organizations. However, viewing organizations as the fleeting

image cast by historical forces, negotiations, interactions, and in

formation and energy flow, supplements the more tangible image of or—

ganizations inherent in the language and imagery of closed-system

theory.

One approach to questioning closed-system organizational theories is

to take the Action approach which asks "How do organizational charac

teristics come to be?" It asks how organizations are created; by whom;

with what ends in mind; with what definitions, patterns of expecta

tions, authority, stock of knowledge, and so on. Rather than focusing

on one internal or external variable and explaining organizational be

havior in terms of this variable, the Action approach attempts to en

compass all organizational elements in the interactional relationship.

This study shows how the sum of these processes and practices creates

an organizational "character" or style which may, on its face, closely

resemble traditional descriptions of formal organizations but which

may, in substance, be quite different from them.

Thus, from a theoretical perspective, organizations are viewed as the

developing, changing product of the interaction of the actions, values,

perceptions, and definitions of the situation of workers when confronted

with certain tasks, materials, and technologies. By focusing on the

nature and interrelatedness of these organizational aspects, we bring



into question the processes by which conventional categories used by

different organizational theories develop and change over time. The

examination of two new human service programs as they developed over

time revealed the role that both social-historical factors and organi

zational structural arrangements played in influencing organizational

character. It was found that social-historical factors interact with

organizational factors in the creation of novel sets of conditions.

For example, in the programs of this study, changing social forces

loosened an otherwise tight control of traditional medical expertise

and authority, thus enabling a more pronounced negotiative organiza

tional structure.

It was also found that there is a mediating process at the core of the

interaction between social and organizational factors. The mediating

process consists of the perceptions, intentions, and interactions built

up over time of the workers themselves. This process is generated in

reaction to social and organizational constraints; however, its direc

tion and form is the product of workers' interactions and redefinitions

of the situation. The examination of the two programs of this study

suggests that this process is neither determined nor random, but devel

opmental in nature.

Some implications for organizational theory are drawn.
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CHAPTER ONE. THE ACTION APPROACH TO ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

Since the turn of the century, significant advances have been made in

the understanding of human organizations. These advances have occurred

as the result of the efforts of both sociologists and management speci

alists to comprehend, and perhaps control, the structure and processes

of organizations which are forever confronted with change. As time

passes, organizations, like individuals, are compelled to make accom

modations in order to satisfy changing internal requirements (for

example, workers' demands for altered working conditions) and external

needs (such as acceptance of new tasks and replacement of obsolete

technology).

However, the bulk of sociological theory on the nature of organizations

tends to treat organizations as if they were independent of their time.

Theorists also seem to treat organizations with little sense of their

change and development. Holding time as a theoretical internal and ex

ternal constant makes possible simple explanations of the causal rela

tionships among elements of an organization. These explanations com

monly depict organizations as essentially machines or similarly closed

systems. Depicting organizations as machines or closed systems leads

to thinking about them in terms of structures, roles, inputs and out

puts, tasks, and technologies. This conceptual framework has resulted

in the formulation of many useful insights on fundamental organizational



elements and their relationship to one another.

However, holding time as a theoretical constant creates an obstacle to

understanding how new organizations come into being, begin to function,

and change over time. The theoretical product of this study will il

lustrate that theorists should place organizations in their times and

analyze their development in detail, before assuming that these organi

zations are identical to other organizations and develop, as well as

operate, according to the same rules.

It will be illustrated that time, as an element of organizational

analysis, appears in two analytic contexts:

- Time as the era within a society in which specific organiza

tions are created.

- Time as a mapping of the development of specific organizations

and organizational forms from their point of inception.

This study is a comparative analysis of the creation and development

of two Community Mental Health programs in the late 1960's and early

1970's. The economic and social forces which created and shaped them

were particular to these years. Important elements of these organiza

tions were direct consequences of these social forces and without

taking them into account, the organizations and their own histories

could not be understood. Thus, this study analyzes these two organi

zations within the purposes, technology, and imagery of their times.



It will be shown that a number of political, historical, and cultural

forces influenced the character of these two organizations by pro

viding their essential constraints, imagery, technology, goals, and

ideologies. Neither the sum of these forces nor the resulting organi

zations constitute totally novel situations or objects of study. The

organizations will be shown to display a number of surprising charac

teristics while sharing similarities to preceding organizations serving

Similar social functions.

Certain organizational features, it will be argued, result from ser

Vice tasks, technologies, and organization of work. These features

appear in public and private, well-funded and ill-funded service or—

ganizations. However, it will also be argued that these universal

properties of service organizations may be processed significantly

differently, depending on the special conditions of a historical era.

The interaction of historical and organizational features will be

shown to result in special types of negotiated reality and order. It

will be shown that historical forces may alter the form and substance

of service organizations, resulting in unusual consequences for organ

izational order and process. These consequences and preceding causes

provide an explanation of the acquisition of character by new organi

zations.

It is a commonplace understanding that organizations have lives of

their own (Selznick, 1957). Looked at closely, each organization

seems to have a character all its own, a unique style of conducting



its internal and external affairs. This character is more than the

simple sum of its formal structure and practices; it is a reflection

of the time in which it appears and the perceptions and actions of the

persons who comprise it. Like a person, an organization is born in a

time, place, and situation which may make it quite unlike organiza

tions born in other times, places, and situations. Time, places, and

situations are never identical ; however, it may be possible to dis

cover analytic equivalents in history.

As societies and their cultures change, the world in which new organi

zations are born contain new forms and purposes. It is precisely be

cause the world changes that many new organizations come into being.

In a changing sociocultural environment, new organizations may be con

fronted with certain historically unique conditions and purposes such

as developing an atomic bomb or putting a man on the moon; therefore,

some organizations may have no precedence. Alternatively, new organi

zations may be confronted with historically traditional purposes but

novel technologies, philosophies, structures, and constraints. As

Drabek and Haas (1974) note, modern organizations may differ from

their predecessors by displaying different domains, inter-organiza

tional linkages, power and dependency arrangements, speed of innova

tion and change, character, and arenas of strain and conflict.

This study analyzes two new human service programs created in the late

1960's and early 1970's. Their purpose was the effective treatment of

the emotionally and mentally disabled, a purpose which has been



addressed by many organizations in the past and present. However,

among the many changes within the American society of these times were

novel commitments to community participation in and control of local

services and major paradigmatic shifts in the concept and funding of

humane mental health treatment. New human service programs were

created which reflected the organizational requirements of political

and social change. By examining these programs, we discover which

organizational characteristics are attributable to new sociocultural

conditions, to traditional organizational structures and purposes,

and to the interaction among conditions, structures, and purposes.

Stated sociologically, we will discover the conditions within which

the organization emerges, its resultant key features or properties,

what practices it engages in, and how it functions in terms of distri

buting its energies and proceeding towards its mandate in the context

of publically stated goals to perform a given set of human services.

To the extent that these conditions apply to other organizations born

in the same time or with the same purposes, we can discover signifi

cant properties and dimensions of all such organizations.

A number of important purposes are served by this approach:

1. Understanding the dynamics of growth and maturation of new

organizations.

2. Understanding how new organizations are affected by the



arrangement of social conditions which created them.

3. Displaying through the use of a developmental, interactional

perspective some special features of extant organizations

which do not appear prominently in popular formal theories

of organizations.

These features do not appear prominently in these theories, it can be

argued, because these theories depend on an essentially static view of

organizations. Organizational theorists following Weber have provided

an extensive array of categories of ideal type descriptors of organi

zational structure. Ideal types are an accentuation, for purposes of

clarification and simplification, of researcher-defined essential

characteristics. Ideal-typical characteristics could include develop

mental sequences and processes if researchers so chose.

Ideal-typical concepts have tended to result in essentially static,

closed-system theories of organizations. Lacking historicity, subjec

tivity, and voluntarism, these theories describe, but do not explain

organization action and structure. They suffer from what Whitehead

has called "misplaced concreteness;" rather than starting and ending

with the actions of humans, these theories view systems themselves as

taking action.

These theories of organizational behavior have been severely criticized

by interactionists, cyberneticians, and others who share a common con
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cern--the explanation of change. Continued elaboration of ahistorical

closed-systems has not explained modern organizations. However, an

analytic focus on organizational change itself may result in the devel

opment of a theoretical accounting for change. Change-oriented

theories view organizational elements, structure, and order as the

more problematic aspects of study. Wiewing organizations as the fleet

ing image cast by historical forces, negotiations, interactions, and

information and energy flow, supplements the more tangible image of

organizations inherent in the language and imagery of closed-system

theory.

As Buckley points out:

Structural features--"culture," "roles," "statuses," and the like
--set the conditions of action by shaping situations of action
and providing a common coinage of symbols, whether in formal or
informal associations, such that streams of new situations arise
and old situations become unstable and organizational behavior
takes on a processual character of creation and re-creation of
meanings and expectations in a succession of situations that are
only partially or not at all regularized and standardized. Norms
indeed are to be found in operation but they are creatively re
affirmed from day to day in the social interaction of the parti
cipants. (1967:145–146)

An "executive perspective" often pervades studies of organizations

which "ought to be" rationally bureaucratized; that is, from the point

of view of orderly progress toward well-defined ends, organizations

should be organized on rational principles, hierarchical and impersonal

(professional) in nature, with methodical allocation of areas of juris

diction and duty.
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However, if the supposed unequivocal unity of organizational goals,

the effectiveness of authority in nominally hierarchical systems, the

rational ordering of superior-subordinate relationships, and so on

are questioned, different theoretical products will emerge.

As Buckley cautions:

When we conceive of institutionalization in terms of power,
authority, and legitimacy, it is clear that we are focusing on
the problem of social "order" or "social control" from a perspec
tive that must include, not only the normative, but also the non
normative elements of social action and interaction. In fact,
the normative is specifically taken to be problematic; and not
just assumed or given. We are forced to allow for at least the
possibility that some institutional arrangements... do not have
an ascertainable basis of "legitimacy" in any underlying "social
consensus..." If our conceptual apparatus is to reflect reality,
it must not try to settle empirical questions by definitional
fiat. (1967:145, emphasis added)

B. The Action Approach to Organizational Analysis

One approach to questioning closed-system organizational theories is

to take the Action approach expounded by Silverman (1971) which asks

"How do organizational characteristics come to be?" The Action ap

proach is more a method of investigation than a theory of organization.

It focuses on:

- The incidence and timing of organizational change

- Organizational relationships to the more general social and

historical environment

- Workers' relationships to organizational purposes, structure,

character, and actions.
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This approach avoids the common problem of treating organizations as

relatively closed systems in terms of the nature of the society in

which they arise. It asks how organizations are created; by whom;

with what ends in mind; with what definitions, patterns of expecta

tions, authority, stock of knowledge, and so on. Rather than focusing

on one internal (such as technology) or external (such as rate of en

Vironmental change) variable and explaining organizational behavior

in terms of this variable, the Action approach attempts to encompass

all organizational elements in the interactional relationship. For

example, the subject of goals has occupied the attention of organiza

tional sociologists. Some, as Silverman (1971) notes, have focused

on the original charter, others on the current goals of leadership,

others on inferences drawn on observations of the behaviors and output

of workers, and still others on explanations given by workers in

their occupational roles and personal attitudes. The Action approach

to organizations finds organizational goals and purposes to be proble

matic, an area to be decided through worker interactions. Obviously,

such decision-making contains traditional theoretical components of

authority, conflict, and conflict resolution. More important, however,

may be new and changing definitions of the situation by workers and

the development of shared values, interdependence of interests, and a

worker culture which legitimates practices serving workers' interests.

Such definitions, values, interests, and practices are not necessarily

rational or related in any way to "executive" definitions of goals and

purposes. In an Action approach, the question is not "effectiveness"

but "effective for whom, how, and when." Thus, the Action approach
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will not focus on, for example, the "displacement" of original goals,

if these goals had never been entertained by workers. By taking fewer

organizational aspects for granted, the Action approach views change

as less problematic than constancy.

Systems and Structural-Functionalist theories explain constancy utilizing

concepts such as organizational needs and self-regulating activities.

They do not ignore patterns of worker interaction but explain them as

outcomes of impersonal external, social and non-social organizational

forces which directly affect and even determine the behavior of those

concerned.

Silverman cogently criticizes this deterministic position:

Many empirical studies have been concerned with linking observable
aspects of organizational structure (e.g., technology, nature of
authority, promotion opportunities) to the behavior of those con
Cerned. Each aspect is associated with the nature and level of
rewards offered. The presence or absence of these, it is held,
determine the response of members of the organization. It soon
became apparent, however, that knowledge of these objective char
acteristics of an organization was an inadequate predictor of
behavior. An alternative approach states that satisfaction is
determined not by the rewards alone but by the extent from which
they diverge from what is desired. Expectations thus become of
prime importance; where they are very high, one would generally
expect satisfaction to be lower than when not very much is ex
pected. Much of the work in this tradition has not sought to
relate these expectations to the other orientations of the same
people or to examine the extent to which they consider them
legitimate. In short, it has failed to take account of the mean
ing attached to the expectation. (1971:149)

Some theorists, such as White and Sayles, have viewed behavior as the

outcome of technology, given a uniform human personality. More recent

Writings, such as those of Abell, indicate a tempering of deterministic
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perspectives:

... it is unlikely that all the variation in organizational con
trol systems can be accounted for in terms of task-related vari
ables... a criticism that has been frequently levied at the tech
nological and task-analysis approach to organizational analysis
is in effect that it undervalues the importance of human agency.
Indeed, certain 'objective' variables like the production tech
nology and size provide (for an effective organization) con
straining limits, but within these limits is there not room for
the full panoply of human decision-making, conflict, and compro
mise? Are not certain features (perhaps all) of the control sys
tem, for instance, dependent upon at least what some organiza
tional participants believe they ought to be? So the variation
within the bounds set by constraining variables is only explicable
in terms of organizational participants' beliefs...T(T975:2-5)

The Action approach to organizations may go one step further. While it

is true that Workers Work in a World of external constraints, their ac

tions depend, in large measure, on their perceptions and definitions of

constraints. In this sense, the organization is a product of workers'

perceptions and definitions and it is these perceptions and definitions

which constrain action.

Thus, from a theoretical perspective, it may be most profitable to view

organizations as the developing, changing product of the interaction of

the actions, values, perceptions, and definitions of the situation of

Workers when confronted with certain tasks, materials, and technologies.

By focusing on the nature and interrelatedness of these organizational

aspects, we bring into question the processes by which conventional

categories used by different organizational theories develop and change

OVer time.

Silverman suggests that the Action frame of reference provides the
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best approach to understanding organizations since it examines:

1. the nature of the role system and pattern of interaction that
has been built up in the organization, in particular the way
in which it has historically developed and the extent to
which it represents the shared values of all or some or none
of the actors

2. the nature of involvement of ideal-typical actors, the char
acteristic hierarchy of ends which they pursue, the way in
which these ends derive from their biographies outside the
organizations and from their experiences of the organization
itself.

3. the actors' present definitions of the situation and the
strategic resources they perceive to be at their disposal

4. the typical actions of different actors and the meaning which
they attach to their action

5. the nature and Source of the intended and unintended conse
quences of action with special reference to its effect on the
involvement of the Various actors and on the institutionali
zation of expectations in the role-system within which they
interact

6. changes in the involvement and ends of the actors and in the
role system (1971:154)

Since the developmental Action approach sees organizations as socially

constructed, evolutionary change becomes less problematic. Directed

change, of course, remains exceedingly problematic since it must

directly and indirectly alter many of these organizational relation

ships. Silverman points out that:

The great merit of the Action approach is that it is able to ex
plain how change arises out of the interaction of the actors.
For the action that occurs confirms certain expectations of the
actors and refutes others. It also involves the attainment of
certain ends, while suggesting to the actors that other ends are
unattainable. They eventually reorientate their actions in the
light of a new definition of the situation, while their interac
tion has some sort of effect on the stock of knowledge of the
organization. All this does not imply that what the actors sub
jectively want to happen as a result of their acts will neces
sarily occur; it is important, in other words, to take account of
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both the intended and unintended consequences of action. (1971:
153)

The Action frame of reference argues that Man is constrained by the

way in which he socially constructs his reality. This construction,

in turn, explains much of the "real" and "routine" image cast by or

ganizations. Thus, for example, goals may arise as symbols to legiti

mate the actions of certain actors in the eyes of others, as cultural

objects which members use to account for their actions. Thus, "goals

are accomplished, dependent on a series of unstated assumptions, ac

cepted and rejected courses of action. This process may present a

routine character." (Silverman 1971:6)

Nothing in the foregoing argument should be construed as an abandon

ment of previous organizational theories. Rather, it may be argued

that many organizational theories could be profitably recast in light

of this framework. Much of this approach is not "new ground." For

example, the notion of viewing the environment as a source of meanings

for members of organizations is not new, Weber's (1948, 1964) use of

ideal-types of authority shows the ways in which organizational be

havior derives from meaning-structures of certain societies, thus pre

paring the ground for systematic historical study of different organi

zational forms,

As Estes (1974:685) points out in her study of goal displacement, major

influencing factors may include:

- The characteristics of the organization itself
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- The individual members of the organization, their interests

and needs

- The interorganizational environmental context

- The institutional character of the organization

- The general culture of the society and relevant historical

factors

Analysis of the interaction over time among these factors will provide

additional explanation of change within and among organizations. Sil

verman (1971:58) notes that Parsons, among others, offers no explana

tion of why particular organizations pursuing certain goals arise at

Some times and in certain situations, why sources of change arise, and

how one is to ascertain if the organizational system has adapted, be

come a new type, or died. Part of this inability to explain may be

due to Parson's (1964:23) methodological position that "we treat an

organization for purposes of analysis as an already established and

going concern." This perspective would not generate an Action approach

to organizational analysis.

If one is to build theory based on the Action approach, comparative

analysis of the development of different organizations should yield

useful insights. Although developmental perspective in organizational

analysis conjures up images of relatively fixed criteria, stages, pro

cesses, and directions of developmental growth, a formal developmental

theory of organizations may be possible only following much re-analy

sis of some major research studies of modern organizations.
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Although organizations can be conceptualized through a developmental ap

proach, this in no way--as we shall see-commits us to an analysis of

organizational life based on the theoretical orientation of social

realism enunciated by Durkheim (1950). The perspective of this study

is basically interactional, that is, it regards organization as a

further abstraction of interactional processes set within a specific

set of historical, social, political, and cultural conditions. This

perspective roots organizational life and character in the actions of

organizational members.

Thus, unless We take into account the members' explanations for their

behavior, their actions may remain unintelligible. When analyzing

organizations, then, our focus is in terms of the multiple purposes of

the members and their capacity to impose these ends on others. Rosen

gren and Lefton (1970:37–50) point out that the constraints on actors'

actions depend on the meanings actors attach to the constraints; that

is the constraints are also products of human interaction and are sus

tained and changed by human interaction.

Selznick (1957) notes that organizational members participate as

"wholes" and not merely in terms of their formal roles within the sys

tem. Persons bring certain characteristics to the organization and

develop other commitments as members which restrict their capacity

for rational action. As one consequence, some organizational proce

dures become valued as ends-in-themselves for Workers.
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Wiewed over time, Selznick argues, the specific decisions made to meet

basic personal and organizational needs result in the formation of a

distinctive "organization character" (1957:38■ f). While this temporal

approach to organizations is historical, it is also sociological in

that the knowledge derived is "the characteristic way in which types

of institutions respond to types of circumstances" (1957: 142).

Rosengren argues for this approach:

Organizations--like people--live out a career which has discer
nible stages from beginning to end even though the larger social
order may remain very much the same throughout, Hence we must
ask what the career followed by service organizations is; to what
social forces turning points in the organizational career may be
traced; and what the posture of an organization is likely to be
as it passes through its career-cycle toward those with whom it
is involved, especially in regard to technical imperatives on the
one hand and humanistic expectations on the other. (1970: 118)

Perrow (1972:202) characterizes the interactional approach to organiza

tions as stressing organizational vocabularies, the stabilizing force

of custom, the "underlife" of the organization, and unplanned aspects.

He asserts that:

The explanation for organization behavior is not primarily in the
formal structure of the organization, the announcements of goals
and purposes, the output of goods and services. It lies also in
the myriad of subterranean processes of informal groups, con
flicts between groups, recruitment policies, dependencies upon
outside groups and constituencies, the striving for prestige,
community values, the local community power structure, and legal
institutions, In the process of uncovering these realities of
social systems, an institutional analysis exposes to scrutiny
all sorts of deviations from the "obvious". . . (1972: 180-181)

Perrow argues that these processes must be examined in their times:

We cannot understand current crises or competencies without seeing
how they were shaped. The present is rooted in the past; no or
ganization (and no man) is free to act as if the situation were
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de novo and the world a set of discrete opportunities ready to be
seized upon at Will... (1972:178)

This report on organizations grew out of an empirical study of two new

human service organizations using the Action perspective. The method

which flowed from this perspective involved three steps. First, speci

fication of the conditions in which the organizations are created.

Second, description and analysis of the development of the organiza

tions based on internal and external needs and constraints. Third,

a comparison of similarities and differences which account for result

ing different organizational character and outcomes.

What emerges from this approach is a picture of how persons, working

under certain special but definable conditions, create an organiza

tional culture which projects the images of certain common features

ascribed to formal organizations. This picture will describe the pro

cess through which these combinations and creation occur.

The intent of this study is to show how the sum of these processes and

practices creates an organizational "character" or style which may, on

its face, closely resemble traditional descriptions of formal organi

zations but which may, in substance, be quite different from them. For

example, if the workers in a human service organization use the vocabu

lary of service professionals, one might conclude that the organiza

tion's practices were therefore professional in nature. However, such

usage of language might serve completely other purposes for Workers

and mask another character of the organization.
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CHAPTER TWO. SIGNIFICANT SOCIAL FORCES INFLUENCING THE TWO NEW HUMAN

SERVICE PROGRAMS OF THIS STUDY

Social factors, such as bureaucratic arrangements, professional ideals,

and political objectives, which exist at the inception of new organiza

tions may exert significant force on the eventual shape of these organ

izations. An era of rapid social change may create disarray among such

social factors while simultaneously giving rise to organizations whose

task it is to assist in effecting even more pervasive social change.

The cumulative impact of multiple and disparate social forces in the

creation of new organizations may result in organizations which do not

function according to popular models of organizational behavior.

To the degree that new organizations differ from preceding organiza

tions performing similar tasks, they may reflect historical changes in

society. In periods of rapid social change, innovations in organiza

tional structure and technology may be necessary to meet new or recon

ceptualized social objectives. Some innovations succeed while others

fail; success or failure, however, is only one criterion by which to

examine organizations. For example, social change may be so rapid

during certain years that successful innovations become quickly obso

lete.

To the degree that new organizations resemble preceding organizations

performing similar tasks, they may reflect essentially unchanged or

ganizational models and objectives or unchanged relationships between
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given tasks and available technologies to accomplish these tasks.

Thus, in order to understand new organizations within their times, it

is necessary to specify the critical elements in the organizations'

environment which contribute to both traditional and innovative organ

izational outcomes.

Identifying specific social forces as "causing" specific organizational

outcomes would require a philosophical or scientific assumption that

such linear relationships do, in fact, exist. No such assumption is

made in this study. Rather, it is assumed that persons, combining

their actions and intentions in organizational behavior, are acting in

a complex, interactive social environment in which only tendencies and

constraints may be identified and theoretically associated with organ

izational outcomes. Buckley defines the environment as a

set or ensemble of more or less distinguishable elements, states,
Or events, Whether these discriminations are made in terms of
spatial or temporal relations, or properties... The relatively
stable "causal," spatial and/or temporal relationships between
these distinguishable elements or events may be generally re
ferred to as "constraint..." Our natural environment is charac
terized by a relatively high degree of constraint, without which
the development and elaboration of adaptive systems would not
have been possible. (1967:62-3)

The environment into which a new organization is born is a difficult

phenomenon to describe and analyze. When using a case study method to

investigate extant organizations, the field researcher is confronted

with a seemingly endless, complex environment of organizational and

interorganizational linkages, political and governmental constraints,
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and sociohistorical forces. Many environmental factors may never be

directly perceived by the field researcher, but must be drawn from

other studies of greater breadth. Azumi and Hage (1972) emphasize

the problem of identifying the environmental inputs as the major pre

condition to understanding the organization. Leavitt, Pinfield, and

Webb (1974) demonstrate the challenge of defining organizational envi

ronments which have either no definition and no boundaries or too many

definitions. They note problems of scale, weighting, and changing

variables and perspectives.

Gans and Horton (1975) studied the linkages among human service pro

viders and administrators, particularly in areas of coordination and

fiscal arrangements. They concluded that the impact of these linkages

is most often indirect and diffuse and may have little immediate ef

fect on organizational characteristics. Thompson (1967:27–28) con

cludes that "the notion of environment turns out to be a residual

one; it refers to 'everything else'." The task, then, is to identify

and trace those social, political, and interorganizational forces

which appear to have direct, measurable, and immediate effects on or

ganizational character. In this study, the process of investigation

began with case study analysis and then proceeded to a pursuit of the

sources of discovered organizational characteristics, constraints,

and directions both in organizational structure and in extra-organiza

tional social forces. These extra-organizational social forces are

explicated below.
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A. Programmatic Solutions to Social Problems

America of the 1960's and early 1970's was characterized by the flow

and ebb of many new, far-reaching social forms and social programs.

The Kennedy-Johnson years saw much turbulence in the cities and col

lege campuses. These events coincided with the emergence of major

civil rights movements for ethnic and other minorities. Major seg

ments of the nation were popularly characterized as undergoing "con

Sciousness-raising", that is, the development of a heightened sense

of the social injustices facing different populations within the

American society.

To these concerns and many others, various levels of government de

signed programmatic changes; the nation experienced a flood of legis

lation in these areas aimed at the amelioration of inequities, brought

to the attention of the nation by disorder in the cities. New pro

grams and agencies were created to encourage the very young, the very

old, the poor, and others outside the mainstream of political and

economic power to participate actively on their own behalf (Caplow

1975). These programs and legislative acts reflected and supported

many changes in the American society; individuals, groups, and communi

ties acquired a new or growing sense of themselves and their potential

power. New jobs were created, not only in the national capital, but

in local communities. New occupations were created, in new offices

and new institutions, to tap the human resources of local communities

in their own service (Moynihan 1970; Trattner 1974). The creation of
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these programs attested to a widespread hope that these programs, if

sufficiently funded for a long enough time and properly led, could

rectify inequities and speed social change.

These programs were not universally popular. Some critics emphasized

What they saw as a great waste of money, a corruption of purpose, and

the creation of self-serving bureaucracies. Other critics saw these

programs as an attempt to blunt the unrest on college campuses and in

ghettos by "paying off" the leadership of dissident groups with money

and position (Poston 1971).

In the early 1970's, the war in Viet Nam had come to a resolution, the

college campuses appeared less disturbed, and the cities were no longer

in literal flames. Many young, "hard-core" unemployables were on the

payrolls of community agencies, while many of the formerly dissident

middle-class youth were working for community agencies or pursuing

"alternative lifestyles", including new living arrangements, new diets,

and new or rediscovered religions and occupations.

This change in concerns from the 1960's to the early 1970's was accom

panied by alterations in the levels of government financial support

for the new social programs (Moynihan 1973). Many of these programs

had extended themselves to encompass a variety of social goals beyond

those for which they were designed. Others had, according to critics,

never served the function for which they were created (Piven and

Cloward 1971). This situation would suggest that these major programs,
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in the rush of their creation, had not been sufficiently monitored

by responsible agencies.

B. Deinstitutionalization and Mental Health Services

With the widespread and effective introduction of anti-psychotic drugs

in the early 1950's, the possibility arose that thousands of mentally

and emotionally disabled patients previously considered manageable

only within the confines of an institution could now be treated as

outpatients. That possibility increased the growing pressure for the

development of comprehensive programs of community-based treatment.

The pressure was further augmented by the desire of state legislatures

to reduce the financial burden of state mental hospitals (Bassuk and

Gerson 1978:47).

The concept of "community mental health" implied a dual promise:

treatment and rehabilitation of the severely mentally ill within the

community and the promotion of mental health generally. The first

promise was to be fulfilled by the development of an extensive support

system for the mentally ill, based on community mental health centers

and offering comprehensive and coordinated treatment and rehabilita

tion services. These new and "less restrictive" services were to

take over the traditional function of large custodial institutions in

caring for chronically disturbed individuals. The quantitative goal

set for this deinstitutionalization process was a 50 percent reduction

in the patient population of state hospitals for the mentally ill
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within two decades--a goal that has already been achieved (Bassuk and

Gerson 1978:48).

As Bassuk and Gerson (1978:48) point out,

implicit in these objectives was an expectation that mental ill
ness could indeed be prevented and that even chronic patterns of
severly disturbed behavior could be altered. There was a mood
of enthusiastic optimism, which in retrospect can be seen to have
bordered on blind faith. The shortcomings of the initial legis
lation, the lack of an adequate system of follow-up care, the
hard realities of insufficient funding, the probable impact of
patients on communities and even the uncertainties as to effec
tive therapy that continue to plague psychiatry--all of these
were largely ignored in the rush to implement the new goals. In
some programs established by the legislation, ignoring the reali
ties has only made for confusion and waste. For thousands of
hospitalized patients released haphazardly to a nonsystem of com
munity aftercare, however, it has meant real hardship and even
tragedy.

Among the tragic consequences is a readmission rate of 64%, half oc

curing within a year of discharge; Bassuk and Gerson (1978) estimate

that between half and three-fourths of the readmissions could have

been avoided if comprehensive community facilities had existed. They

attribute this rate to a lack of coordination between state hospital

and community mental health systems as well as the rush to reduce state

hospital census by discharging patients long before community centers

had been established and supporting programs developed.

Perhaps the most important single element undermining successful dein

stitutionalization is the issue of money--the lack of money in general,

cost effectiveness, the complex methods of compensation, and the com
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plex interaction of financial, professional, political, and adminis

trative factors that operate almost independently of the intentions of

the legislation that initiated it. The hope was that the community

approach would save money, but it is now clear that effective care re

quires very large expenditures. Appropriations by state and local

legislatures are inevitably guided more by political priorities than

by clinical concerns (Bassuk and Gerson 1978).

In California, where this study took place, a variety of factors con

tributed to the dramatic change in its mental health system, including

policy decisions, administrative programs, new treatment techniques,

economic incentives, and an organizational context conducive to change.

Community care for the mentally ill, the ideology of the community

mental health movement, gave a sense of mission to its proponents since

the early 1930's (Aviram and Segal 1977). California excelled com

pared to other states in taking full advantage of the new chemical

technology, federal money, and in creating radical change in the men

tal health service system. Those involved in the community placement

program claimed that it was a preferable alternative to hospitaliza

tion for a number of reasons: it was more humane; it was good politics;

it was economical ; it located services as close as possible to the

people served (Aviram and Segal 1977).

However, as Bassuk and Gerson (1978) point out, the impetus leading to

the change in the locus and form of treatment in community mental

health was identical to that espoused by Dorothea Dix and her supporters
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100 years ago when they urged the development of large state asylums.

It too had a cult of curability, of social reform and social justice,

and of civil rights. The failure to maintain and improve institutions

with these goals, they conclude, seems to reflect economic, political,

administrative, and clinical realities rather than any inherent fallacy

in the goals themselves.

C. Multiple Levels of Administrative Control

1. The Effect Of Fiscal Decisions

The environment of the Community Mental Health (CMH) centers in the

early 1970's was very sensitive to fiscal changes in both state and

federal governments. The fiscal conservatism of the Nixon years al

tered many major social programs. Some were closed entirely or reor

ganized under other service agencies. Some continued under smaller

budgets or were decimated by sharp inflation. Still other programs

were turned over to state and local governments, which continued those

programs which they could finance.

The general position of the federal government was that it had sup

plied the "seed" money and that now decentralization and community

control should commence. Local and state governments found themselves

hard pressed to step into the void, because many had earmarked their

revenue sharing funds for capital improvements. Like the federal

government, which had for so many years built hospitals and schools
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without also paying totally for operating or "human" costs, many of

these smaller governments were also unprepared to pay operating costs.

2. The Lack of Regulatory Coherence

The tasks of institutions charged with the treatment of the mentally

ill have never been universally clear to or shared by the political

and bureaucratic entities which design and fund them. The situation

for CMH centers was made more complex by the variety of their politi

cal situation; that is, they had responsibilities to state regulatory

agencies, city regulatory agencies, community power groups, community

clients, ex-hospital clients, CMH personnel, and perceived professional

Standards of behavior.

Each level of government had its own masterplan outlining the goals

and practices which should obtain in CMH centers and programs. As a

consequence, the issue of goals and evaluation of progress toward

goals was always present and largely insoluble. The various levels

and loci of power made it difficult to trace or even identify the goal

intent of those who design and authorize CMH programs and how these

programs are to attain a given set of desired outcomes. It was so

patently fallacious to equate the goals of these programs with the

goals of distant political or bureaucratic individuals that many pro

grams were thrown onto their own devices. They were compelled to de

cide for themselves, with the active intervention of community groups,

Whether their task was to serve the individual mental health consumer,
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or the larger community generally, or resolve potentially dangerous

civil situations, or solve certain local labor force problems, or

maintain some aspect of agency power, or merely maintain their jobs

and their organizations. Decision-making concerning goals often de

volved on the leadership of individual centers. In those centers

characterized by more egalitarian or consensual decision-making, the

goals were established by the workers.

This resolution of goals may be considered predictable in a service

setting where the consumer is not deemed to be the best judge of ser

vices rendered to him (he would be the best judge in many commercial

human service enterprises such as barbershops and massage parlors).

However, when the only judge of the final product may be an individual

worker or a set of his peers, who may alter their goals to match the

"product" rather than vice versa, the day-to-day operational goals of

the organization may create a far different organization than the one

intended by governmental bodies.

3. The Impact of Decentralization

The difficulty of establishing goals and tasks for CMH centers was com

pounded by the trend away from large centralized facilities and the

proliferation of diverse treatment settings. Metropolitan areas were

divided into districts or "catchment areas" whose boundaries would

leave intact major ethnic or other communities and provide an entire

range of services required under CMH enabling legislation. Residents
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within catchment areas would have immediate access to these services.

In addition, residency and personal acceptability by other residents

were two prime qualifications for serving on the legally-mandated

governing and advisory boards of CMH facilities and services.

Some communities strongly desired to run their own programs, effec

tively removing those programs from the sole supervision of agency

personnel. The loss of supervision which resulted was not readily re

placed by community persons, since the latter generally lacked prepara

tion and expertise in the assumption of dominant and guiding roles in

the provision of mental health care, although in many instances they

were presumed to be capable simply because (ideologically) they were

"the community".

The debate between the forces of centralization and decentralization

of services is never completed, reflecting the battle between power

needs and service ideals of the various participants. Each tendency

carries certain rewards and abuses. Every change in the flow of battle

tends to correct abuses but spawn new potentials for abuse (Rossi,

Berk, and Eidson 1974). The battle between the forces of centraliza

tion and decentralization creates a continuing air of uncertainty,

making directions tentative and the future of programs problematic

(Gottesfeld 1972).
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D. Community Control of Social Programs

The politics of the 1960's were replete with references to "community",

even in the inner-city areas where one might least expect it. Perhaps

it was just the terminology which had changed, that what was once

called the ghetto was now called the community. On the other hand,

while many social critics have focused on the city as a megalopolis,

these ghettos, barrios, ethnic enclaves, neighborhoods, and campuses

may have been finding or creating a sense of community within them

selves (Effrat 1974). Whether this sense coincides with or is deriva

tive of the notion of community which public agencies have projected

by placing community workers, community action programs, and community

facilities into these areas, the sense itself has profound political

aspects. It would be expected that, regardless of the monitoring done

by large governmental agencies, local community control over local

programs would provide very effective supervision over practices.

CMH centers had community boards which exercised great control in

various ways over the operations of programs. The board members of

community mental health centers tended to be prominent members of

ethnic and other groups within the community, district, or catchment

area served by the center. Historically, these groups have not com

monly evinced particular concern with mental health service per se;

in many ways, participation in the direction of community mental

health programs adds to the prestige of that group and to its ability

to find new employment and higher wages for community persons employed
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by the facility. Since community programs bring new money into the

community, ethnic and other groups are naturally concerned with ac

quiring some control over its distribution.

The degree to which representatives of local community groups exercise

control, even coercion, over institutional forms, processes, and funds

of community mental health centers is based on two factors. The first

factor is the depth of their organization of (or control over) their

own presumed constituency and how that control is perceived by other

and higher sensitive political entities, such as local government.

The second factor is the willingness of those who nominally direct

these CMH centers to accept the input and ideology of community groups.

In some instances in the city of this study, professional directors

of CMH centers began to share and even abdicate their authority in

favor of community direction. In relinquishing control based on pre

sumed professional technological authority, these directors contrib

uted to a decline in control over practices and processes based on

the medical model of treatment of the mentally ill.

E. The "Indigenous" Worker

An important key to the success of a CMH center particularly in the

large cities is its ability to hire local community people and, through

them, to "bridge the culture gap" which so often appears between the

largely white, middle-class, educated therapists and the largely non

white, lower-class, ill-educated population of the community. Thera
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peutic expertise, then, is presumed to be based on indigeneity, a

similarity of physical, racial, ethnic, sexual, or other characteris

tics between treatment staff and community clients. Pearl and

Reissman (1965) persuasively argue this assumption utilizing experience

drawn from many social programs.

Indigeneity does not require that workers be born, raised, or reside

in the catchment area, but rather that Black persons work in predomi

nantly Black locales, Chicanos in Chicano locales, homosexuals in homo

sexual locales, and former drug abusers in drug abuse treatment cen

ters. It is often difficult to find a sufficient number of qualified

professional and paraprofessional workers who are acceptably indigen

ous to community boards. This puts a great burden on those hiring the

best staff for the client population served and is particularly com

plex when a center serves the often diverse characteristics of a varied

inner-city population.

For example, in the inner-city area of this study, the CMH patients

were being returned from state mental hospitals, for administrative

rationales, to the addresses from which they were hospitalized. Since

the central city has been, historically, a setting for transients and

solitary persons, the former patient had been, in no sense, a part of a

continuing community. And following a hiatus of several years, their

return was to a setting socially (and often physically) markedly dif

ferent from the one they had some familiarity with. And yet the CMH

center which served this area staffed its programs with young, white,
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middle-class, college-educated persons far different from the patient

population. There may have been a greater "culture gap" between po

tentially indigenous workers (foreign, homosexual, aged) and the client

population than between white workers and the client population.

Nonetheless, hiring policies pressed for indigenous workers.

The foregoing paradox can be rationalized if employment is considered

to be as significant as therapy programs in promoting the mental

health of the community. Chafetz (Unpublished: 28–31) points out that

it may be the case that social programs are aimed at the employment

and well-being of middle-class professionals and semi-professionals.

Weissman (1973:86–87) avers that "the best kept secret of social agen

cies is that policies ostensibly designed to promote the interests of

clients also promote the interests of certain departments and indivi

duals." It may be conjectured that the prime beneficiaries of many

new human service programs are the workers, either intentionally or

unintentionally, if the rationale is accepted that the mental health

of community residents is enhanced by their employment in community

programs.

We may well ask about the supposed prime beneficiaries, the patients

whom CMH centers are to serve. Schatzman and Strauss (1966:12) give

a historical perspective to this question:

... the state hospitals siphoned off many of the poor, the indi
gent, and the unassimilated immigrants, and effectively hid them
from public view and concern. They relieved the cities and
states of special welfare and protection problems and saved whole
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did with a minimum of cost to the nation, allowing expansion of
its frontiers and development of its resources. We would say
that this institutional form was appropriate simply because at
that time it reflected the needs, ideas and character of American
life. Sociologically, it fit. Today it no longer fits. Now we
are developing new institutional forms and practices appropriate
to the needs, ideas, and character of American life today--and
not necessarily appropriate to the needs of the mentally ill . . .

F. The Authority of the Psychiatrist in CMH Centers

In addition to being short of funds, the CMH centers are short of per

sonnel. The demand for services far exceeds the supply. In 1975 the

National Institute of Mental Health estimated that psychiatrists con

stituted less than 6 percent of the staffs of the centers and that most

of them were engaged in administration. Over the past decade there

has been a decrease in the proportion of psychiatrists in the centers

and only a small increase in the number of other relevant specialists

such as psychologists and social workers (Bassuk and Gerson 1978).

Their traditional role has been complicated by the community context

and conflict between "radical" and traditional psychotherapy (Gottes

feld 1972).

The proliferation of treatment facilities created an increased demand

for psychiatrists to direct them. However, to many psychiatrists in

private practice or other public practice, the treatment of the se

werely disabled patients coming out of state mental hospitals was un

interesting. In addition, the pay was less than many psychiatrists

could or were getting. The treatment of deinstitutionalized patients
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in community settings (called "aftercare") was not a popular area of

either formal training or interest for psychiatrists. Those who had

such training were in such demand that they were often placed in ad

ministrative positions far from direct patient care. In these posi

tions, they protected the new programs by the weight of their profes

sional titles, thus legitimating the practices of aftercare programs

to regulatory agencies and to segments of the community.

As administrators, psychiatrists became increasingly isolated from

direct patient care and from their own treatment staffs of social

workers, nurses, psychiatric technicians, and nonprofessionals who

became the primary or immediate givers of direct care to patients.

As a consequence, psychiatrists were challenged on both organizational

and treatment issues by increasingly autonomous primary caregivers.

The basic interactions in community programs tended to be communal and

informal, rather than formal one-to-one treatment. Treatment was

carried on, most commonly, by a therapy team, consisting of all those

workers who had contact with any one patient. In some settings, the

entire community, both workers and patients, constituted a treatment

"team"; that is, (ideologically, at least) the community was respon

sible for both the individual and collective well-being of all members.

The resulting exchanges between members tended to be informal and un

Structured. In these programs, diagnosis tended to be replaced by a

focus on the patient's daily functioning rather than on symptoms and

other traditional psychiatric and medical concepts.
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However, psychiatrists, in the main, were neither explicitly trained

for nor sympathetic with such exclusively behavior-focused treatment.

In contrast, the primary caregivers seized upon this mode as under

standable, workable, and becoming legitimatized in recent psychiatric

literature on "reality" and "situational" orientations. As a conse

quence, the primary caregivers became increasingly distant in opera

tional conception from the program psychiatrists. Administration of

programs was not equivalent to supervision over program practices.

Thus, psychiatrists who should have been challenged by the community

population became frustrated at the lack of direction and follow

through by their staffs and left aftercare programs. This exodus from

aftercare programs to other things was a trend of real import. Goff

man (1961:371) noted that psychiatrists begin to "rotate through"

aftercare, following their formal training. They spend a year or two

"paying dues" and then move into more lucrative or personally reward

ing work in other public or private settings. It is not a matter of

small concern that, according to Scheff (1970:331), the least capable

of these professionals tend to remain.

Psychiatrists themselves contributed to the decline of the medical

hierarchical model. New therapy methods, devised by psychiatric

theorists and experimentalists, often appeared to have little need

for psychiatrists in their actual operations. In addition, there was

a proliferation of competing psychiatric specializations in other pro

fessions (due to legislation and growing professional encroachment).
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Finally, there appears to be a decline in authoritarianism within

each succeeding generation of new psychiatrists.

The psychiatrist or medical doctor often became merely "advisor" or

"medical license for hire", that is, to legitimate the dispensing of

medications and the billing for medical services. The unwillingness

of psychiatrists to assert that their specialized knowledge and

training made them indispensable to the treatment of the emotionally

or mentally ill probably stemmed from the competition of other occu

pations, new therapy methods, new drugs, new popular philosophies of

life (many of which were particularly cosmic, anti-authoritarian,

and anti-prescriptive), and a growing disinclination to be "distant"

in the professional sense of clinical distance.

The large social, political, psychological, and cultural changes of

the 1960's had infiltrated psychiatry and transformed it, too, in the

name of community. Psychiatric practice became egalitarian, ethnic,

and social (Schatzman and Lonner 1975: Chafetz unpublished). While

social treatment did not supplant traditional therapies, it altered

therapeutic practice by, for example, transferring the power of the

"chief" to the team itself. Team treatment is different in kind from

forms of therapy based on conventional models. The doctor as crafts

man/healer was supplanted by community interactions.
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G. Nonprofessional Workers in CMH Centers

To make up for the shortage of professionals, special programs for

the training of nonprofessionals were instituted. This has resulted

in a blurring of professional roles and a controversy over the quali

fications and training required to treat severely mentally ill patients

effectively. Moreover, the centers' deviation from traditional meth

ods of psychotherapy and their frequent preoccupation with nonclinical

issues involving public health, social problems and economics have

made many professionals reluctant to become engaged in CMH programs

(Bassuk and Gerson 1978).

The paraprofessionals and nonprofessionals of the CMH services were

expected to be sympathetic and responsive because they would be drawn

both from the patient's own community and from the ranks of the edu

cated, middle-class, young, community-action or individual-action

ideologues. These staff would have a grasp of and attachment to the

"big picture" and their place in it, be interested in care and cure

rather than control, and have an investment in the patient's fate.

Carefully supervised and with continuing in-service training, this

staff would provide far better services than had hospital aides.

The idea of using nonprofessionals in community mental health, in

patient therapy and counseling, has two starting points in the history

of this service. The first point was in response to the increasing

demands being placed on state mental hospitals in the 1950's, demands
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which taxed the resources of these institutions to their limits.

Coupled with the notion of a therapeutic setting, the idea of incor

porating hospital aides into the therapy team within the hospital

setting appeared to be part of the greater solution to the increased

demands. Since it was a common observation that the "other 23 hours"

of a patient's life were spent with aides rather than with professional

personnel, expanded utilization of the then untrained personnel would

ease the burden on the institution and improve the nature of the ser

vices rendered.

The second starting point in the use of nonprofessionals was contained

in the anti-poverty programs instituted by the federal government in

the 1960's. Kaplan (1970) notes that the use of indigenous workers

was an attempt to accomplish rectification of a multitude of social

inequities through community programs over which residents had con

trol, could acquire employment and training, and could improve com

munity life. Grosser (1969) notes that the essence of this arrange

ment was entry into the system without prior qualification, the crea

tion of support for upward mobility, and avenues for educational,

training, and economic advancement.

A great expenditure of time and therefore money is entailed when an

agency uses its professionals for general supervision, specific super

vision, and training; this expenditure may also come at the cost of

failure to meet clients' needs effectively for some period of time,

until a predictable and uniformly high level of skills has been estab
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lished. If, on the other hand, the agency chooses to use its pro

fessionals' time for direct service to clients, then anticipated up

grading of nonprofessionals' skills may not occur.

Without training, schooling, or testing of some kind, it is difficult

to standardize either quality of service or qualification to a higher

level of reward and responsibility. Eventually, the employer agency

would be confronted by questions about the quality of service and the

promotability of presumably increasingly qualified persons, labelled

nonprofessional, but doing work similar to and perhaps in competition

with professionals, who may be jealous of their prerogatives and sta

tus, creating a clash of personnel that is common in mixed-personnel

settings.

The indigenous nonprofessional is a worker who, in addition to pay and

promotion, needs the other intrinsic rewards available through helping

work. Low pay is indeed an impediment to retaining health workers.

Sobey argues that "the overall problems due to personnel arrangement

(that is, little chance of promotion, no reimbursement for work ex

penses, inadequate physical facilities, as well as low salary) do seem

to make it difficult for projects to hire paid staff." (1970:114)

On the other hand, Goldberg (1969:17) and Simpson (1970:389-392) report

Studies which indicate that lower-level mental health workers are

often strongly motivated by the intrinsic rewards of their work, such

as performing helpful, socially useful work. It is important to note
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that these rewards may or may not be legitimate in the context of

helping vulnerable and severely disabled people. Reliance on intrin

sic rewards may result in self-serving worker behavior that operates

to the detriment of patients and leads to a decline in ideal of ser–

vice to patients as the primary organizational goal.

However, such programs may be seen as creating environments or situa

tions where demands on Workers are consistent with the needs of emo

tionally healthy individuals, such as autonomy, control over work, an

active as opposed to a passive stance, the development of depth abili

ties and growth, and the accommodation of goals to the realities which

exist. It is an analytic question whether or not the clients are the

prime beneficiaries of service organizations (Scott 1964). Pearl and

Riessman (1965), among others, not only admit, but assert that it is

the helper, not the helpee, that is the object of these programs, that

both intrinsic and extrinsic rewards are legitimate to seek and receive

Since it is in the worker that the real investment has been made

rather than the person to whom he is to provide service. This posi

tion is justified by saying that whatever is good for the workers is

also good for both the local and more general societies.

H. Supervision, CMH Tasks, and Technology

To this point, a number of social and historical forces and events

have been identified which, in combination, have tended to decrease

rather than increase the amount of clinical supervision over major
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human service programs. The fragmentation of authority appears less

an accomplished end than the product of different historical and

structural forces on a social program and its many local organizations.

The changing self-image of psychiatrists, discord among layers of

governmental authority, the diverse purposes of community groups, and

so on have made it societally difficult to supervise and control these

organizations. Workers are not regularly or formally supervised by

psychiatrists, programs are not clinically supervised by community

boards, and operations and practices are not supervised by technical

norms. The resulting unsupervised situation appears to be the oppo

site of the expectable.

The question remains, aside from historical, political, and social

factors of the environment which contribute to this lack of super

vision, is there something inherent in the work of CMH treatment it

self, its abstractness, ambiguity, or some other features which con

tribute to the lack of supervision? There is no doubt that the effi

cacy and efficiency of mental health treatment are difficult to mea

sure. There are numerous forms of mental and emotional disturbance,

legitimate (and quasi-legitimate) modes of treatment, and measures

of outcome. The shared body of knowledge which legitimates the prac

tices of psychiatry is exceedingly diffuse and amorphous. Without a

clear body of knowledge, evaluation of outcomes and corrective feed

back are not possible.
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However, society is committed to humane treatment of the mentally and

emotionally disturbed. Proponents of community mental health treat

ment promised that humane, effective treatment and a reduction in the

incidence rate of severe mental illness would be the product of CMH

efforts. This promise was not unlike that made by public health ser

vice practitioners that, given enough money, personnel, and serum,

major communicable diseases would be eradicated.

In order to receive funding, CMH programs originally promised to create

"batch" outcomes, that is, to reduce the Statistical rates of mental

disorder through varieties of treatment methods. "Batch" outcomes

constituted a shift in focus from individual mental health to group

mental health. Group mental health, as discussed below, was to result

from a "therapeutic milieu", group therapy techniques, and social en

vironmental support systems.

However, the general technology of psychiatric treatment is based on a

"unit" technology, the individual treatment of persons manifesting

unique characteristics. With a focus on individual persons, the pro

fessional or nonprofessional therapist is constrained by what Perrow

(1967: 195) calls "knowledge technology." This refers to the number

of exceptional cases encountered in one's work, especially as it af

fects the workflow.

Given the severely disabled, post-hospital patient population, CMH cen

ters were confronted with an overwhelming number of "exceptional"
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cases. In the context of ambiguous diagnosis and measurement of out

come, day-to-day treatment realities emphasized the singularity of

individual treatment, the essence of traditional clinical thinking

and practice. "Batch" outcomes and their associated group technolo

gies encountered certain hard realities.

For example, a major goal of the 1960's was to reduce the incidence of

drug abuse by breaking the cycle of addiction for large numbers of

persons, through psychiatric and chemical means. However, as Chafetz

points out, much of addiction treatment, by experience, was doomed to

failure. When failure occurred, programs changed their goals and

their methods (Unpublished: 150-155). Programs began to meet all the

social needs of the patient; in essence, they treated the "whole per

son." (Unpublished:34–35)

Thus, in addition to the inputs of time and knowledge, psychiatric

treatment work includes an input of humane skills brought to bear on

vague and ambiguous problems, skills such as personal warmth, ability

to "relate" to people, acting natural, and so on. Perrow (1965:941)

notes that an oft-drawn conclusion from observation of these skills is

that "...uninstructed humanitarian efforts may be as good as any

specific theoretically justified techniques." In sum, then, CMH pro

grams were based on a "knowledge technology" model, in pursuit of

"batch" goals, and operated through powerful drugs and somewhat vague,

often inexplicable humanitarian techniques.
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CMH services were very difficult to evaluate. Much of the treatment

consisted of a variety of private and public interactions between and

among therapists and patients. A casual observer in most CMH centers

would have much difficulty in discerning what is going on, unless he or

she remained for a long time and learned the concepts and rhetorics

of the participants. Even structured interactions, such as therapy

groups and one-to-one sessions, are not readily explicable or mea

Surable in outcome.

Given the high readmission rate of discharged patients, regulatory

agencies began to audit numbers of patients seen, numbers of therapy

hours taking place, amount of costs per patient, numbers of discharges,

numbers of patients returned to state mental hospitals, length of hos

pital stays by patients, and so on in place of "cure" rates or levels

of mental illness. As a consequence, CMH centers did not define their

goals in terms of output, but in terms of input, that is, number of

patient contacts, patient-hours, and so on.

Newman and Turem note that, when confronted with self-defined failure

or lack of effectiveness, human service programs slide from theory to

theory, from technique to technique (1974:15). Weissman comments:

"To a certain extent, new ideas are required to keep up the morale of

staff and the institution. The field is ripe for fads" (1973:19).

Thus, when morale is low and authority circumscribed, the technology

and goals may be altered to serve personal and institutional needs,

an example of goal displacement (Estes 1974).
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This could account, in part, for the popularity in the 1960's of the

"therapeutic community", to which treatment workers became so deeply

attached for a time. Folta (et al.) notes:

The whole area of therapeutic community philosophy may, for
analytical purposes, be subjected to the social movements model.
Therapeutic community is a concept rather than a theory and an
action system, and is, in fact, a type of utopian movement. It
is more than just a way of treating patients, staff, and communi
ty. It has the character of a way of life. It has the dream of
professional eclecticism: "Everbody can do whatever his capa
bilities allow regardless of sex or profession;" "everybody shares
the work." A sense of euphoria permeates the culture. (Unpub
lished:6)

Perrow (1965) criticizes this treatment method because many of its

essential principles (such as democratization, permissiveness, and

reality confrontation) do not mix well, while their malleability

coupled with lack of concrete responsibilities make them prized by

workers. As a consequence of the foregoing, the goals, technology,

practices, and outcomes of CMH organization remain essentially un

supervised.
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CHAPTER THREE. THE ORGANIZATION, OPERATIONS, AND HISTORY OF TWO NEW

HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAMS

We now turn to descriptions of two new community mental health pro

grams which existed in the same inner-city area of a large California

city. Each description consists of a short accounting of the life of

the program in terms of generally agreed upon (by the participants)

conditions, events, organization, operations, and practices. The

data presented are drawn from long-term participant observation of

both programs described in Methods, Appendix I. Of the vast quantity

of data, only that which best relates to the organizational processes

will be presented. Some raw data are utilized here because they bet

ter illustrate or exemplify the perspective of the workers than would

any paraphrasing by the author.

A. The Drug Abuse Treatment Program (DAT)

1. Origins

The community mental health center of which the Drug Abuse Treatment

program (DAT) was a part had itself a complete history of only 18

months. During a period of rapid decentralization of city services,

the chronic mental illness wards and crisis units of the city's gen

eral hospital were scattered throughout the geographic districts which

they served.
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Two months following the move by these hospital personnel to the

inner-city CMH center, a drug abuse treatment program which occupied

the top floor of the facility was closed down due, it was said, to

the unprofessional actions of its staff. Two months following this

closure, a new program, the DAT, was initiated to replace the prior

one. The DAT was put together hastily; the program design, hiring of

staff, and admission of patients were all telescoped into a very few

weeks. Responsibility for the DAT during this early period rested

alone with a part-time psychiatrist. As an organization, the DAT was

new, public, Service-giving, reasonably well-funded, and in conformity

with accepted therapeutic modes and organizational form.

2. Task

The task of the DAT was to assist selected voluntary residential

patients to cease the abuse of heroin, amphetamines, and LSD. The

DAT based its treatment on tranquilizer-assisted detoxification fol

lowed by an indeterminate period of group, one-to-one, and milieu

therapy all aimed at, as workers explained it, "correcting character

development deficiencies which lead to drug abuse." The DAT was one

program among others in the arsenal of methods attempting to cope with

the serious problem of drug abuse. No one method of treatment during

this period was particularly favored, although methadone maintenance

programs were thought to be more successful than others. Methadone

maintenance gave to heroin addicts a precise and regularly scheduled

amount of a heroin substitute drug which was expected to drastically
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reduce the attraction toward heroin and thereby enable heroin addicts

to live more normal lives.

However, despite the apparent success of methadone programs, the de

sign and philosophy of the DAT was ideologically opposed to any form

of addiction, including methadone addiction. The DAT staff argued

that substituting methadone for heroin was merely replacing one addic

tion with another and that the best objective was to extinguish the

addiction altogether. Throughout its existence, the DAT used an un

challenged set of self-imposed assumptions about addicts:

- addiction was "born in" character deficiencies;

– group processes would uncover these deficiencies quickly;

– group processes would support non-addicted life styles.

On the other hand, it shared other assumptions which complicated this

simple picture:

- that it was statistically certain, based on current govern

ment figures (not including the very new methadone maintenance

approach), that it would be unable to achieve more than a 1%

cure rate;

- that the low rate of probable success was based on a lack of

a powerful technology (such as methadone, yet not in itself

addictive) and instant rewards for patients (such as feeling

better, getting a job, and so on);

- that a "growth and development" model was preferable to a

"pathology" (illness) model through which to understand and

deal with patients.
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This last assumption requires some elaboration. In essence, rather

than viewing the patients as sick, the staff viewed them as suffering

from a truncated development of major identities at about mid-teenage.

Since most of the patients had begun their drug habits at this stage

and most of their energies had been spent obtaining the drug, the

staff believed the patients had not developed fully in other areas.

The object of the DAT was to trigger growth in these crucial identi

ties. Release from the drug habit would be only a temporary pheno

menon unless the patient could combine being drug-free with moving

forward in other areas. The problem inherent in these assumptions was

not that one or all were possibly incorrect but that they remained

largely unexamined throughout the life of the DAT in the sense that

there was neither data generated on nor thoughtful debate on the

hypothesis.

3. Work Environment

At the inception of the DAT, the employment market for psychiatric

nurses and rehabilitation counselors (as nonprofessional staff were

called) was very limited. There was a surplus of both and a low turn

over rate probably due to employment uncertainty; civil Servants were

not leaving their jobs and some programs' funding was being cut or

eliminated. Prospective employees of CMH programs had few options

over pay, hours, promotions, or other working conditions. Thus, when

the DAT opened with its non-hospital structure and its growth and

development model of drug addition, the new employees all found a
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greatly desired opportunity. They were very enthusiastic, optimistic,

and protective of the program and its methods.

However, the DAT was located on the fifth floor of an old, unkempt

building which had been designed for another purpose. The building

was seriously inadequate as a residence for mental patients and drug

addicts from many points of view. Over and over again in the building

was heard the plaint, "Look what miserable conditions we work under!

Who can do anything in this place?" It had no suitable kitchen or

sanitary facilities; it had not been designed to provide constant ob

servation or supervision of patients; it had stairwells down which

mental patients could and did throw themselves; it had unbarred win

dows and open access to the roof from which patients could and did

throw objects and themselves; it had no provision for control of move

ment between floors of patients from different CMH programs or of per

sons from the outside; it had limited medical resources, little fa–

cility to seclude patients, and virtually no way to prevent persons

from freely entering or leaving the building. In summary, it was un

pleasant, uncomfortable, unsupportive and nonconducive to treatment;

in addition, the physical plant had sustained some fire damage which

made some portions of it unusable.

The programs occupying other areas of this CMH facility were quite

different from each other based on types of patients, the forms and

degree of disability, and the forms of treatment. Their close proxim

ity increased rather than decreased their mutual intolerance. The DAT
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felt that the mental illness programs were "unfeeling" and their

staff workers lazy and uncaring; these workers, in turn, thought the

DAT workers to be undisciplined and unprofessional, and the drug

patients to be evil. There was little or no continuity of care or

supervision of patients when they happened onto other wards. The

antagonism between programs grew so great that each tended to insulate

itself from the View of others.

Not long after the DAT was formed, a methadone program was established

in the same building. Communication and cooperation between these

programs were poor. The DAT considered methadone the very last re

sort for addicts and the methadone program seemed to consider the DAT

a waste of resources. The programs were competitive in treatment

philosophy and method and therefore antagonistic to one another.

The DAT staff felt that they were different from and better than other

drug abuse treatment programs because of their "humane" orientation.

Some staff members felt that other programs and authorities with an

interest in their patients were "out to get" their patients and that

they themselves were the only buffer against a malevolent outside

world. "I think we get a lot of gratification out of the feeling that

the world hates us. I think we all get some goodies out of that."

(counselor) The DAT workers felt that they were unique because they

were privy to the mysteries of drug and street life cultures; that they

were the only persons who would paradoxically stoop to such envied

careers; and that, since they vicariously shared a drug addict identity,
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as the world hated or envied the addict, it hated and envied them as

well.

These feelings insulated the DAT from the participation and view

points of those outside the program. In addition, the staff felt it

self to be an insider group to the exclusion of all others. "I think

that We as a staff are more comfortable with each other. We function

well as six people. The trouble comes when outsiders arrive. (Out

siders?) Patients, administration, you know."

4. Organization

At the outset of the program, one psychiatrist spent much time getting

the program underway. Soon after, his time (and that of his successor)

was approximately one-seventh of full-time. While having full respon

sibility for medications, the psychiatric consultant had little speci

fic authority within the program over therapeutic decisions, other

than through the deference with which his opinions were met. This

lack of authority was due in part to the lack of a pathology model

(which, in a sense, seems to require a doctor) and to the therapeutic

community (in which his participation was slight).

The staff was composed of two psychiatric nurses (who alternated day

and evening shifts) and four rehabilitation counselors. Since the

program never had more than eight patients, the overall staff patient

ratio was one-to-one and one-to-four on most shifts. The two nursing
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positions were designed into the program largely to meet the patients'

needs for supervised medications rather than for their medical-psy

chiatric training and experience.

There was no hierarchy of authority over therapeutic practice designed

into the program. Authority resided in the advice of the psychiatric

consultant and the consensus of the collective Staff. The two nurses

were assumed to have no greater experience than the counselors. Be

cause they worked different shifts, the nurses were isolated from

sharing their thoughts and efforts and challenging the collective rule.

One somewhat more assertive male counselor was appointed Program Direc

tor, nominally in charge of non-treatment operations of the DAT.

5. Operations

Unlike many other medical and psychiatric facilities, the DAT did not

provide services to any and all persons seeking treatment, expecially

as it could accommodate no greater a load than eight patients at one

time. The staff members were solely responsible for admission of

patients; no physician, no staff member of the larger facility, and

no agency would compel the DAT to accept any potential patient without

the consent of DAT staff.

The treatment technology of the DAT included group therapy, one-to-one

treatment, and the normal interactions of residential care. Supposedly

to guarantee real "continuity" of individual therapy, patients were
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assigned shortly after their admission to specific therapists, fol

lowing a staff meeting about new patients. The collective staff would

decide which patient would become the primary responsibility of one

Staff member. The primary therapist was called, following the vocabu

lary of Social work, the "advocate" and the patient was called the

"client." The staff felt that these terms well expressed their shel–

tering of the patient and the voluntary nature of the patient's stay

in DAT.

The advocate would follow the client closely, present evaluations to

Staff meetings, share and receive concepts about the client, and

determine together with the staff the form and direction of future

treatment. In this way, a uniform and generally consistent message

would be given to the client from all staff members, created out of

joint discussions, the special knowledge of the advocate, and the

mutual support of advocate and staff.

This ideal was most often honored in the breach; staff meetings often

devolved into "my client is better than your client", "let me become

X's advocate," and "I don't care what the rest of you think, X and I

are getting somewhere and will continue with the present plan." Advo

cates defended their own clients and their relationships with them and

the other staff declined to press their attacks for fear of being at

tacked themselves for the advocacy of their own clients. Territorial

ity and possessiveness became important features of DAT life.
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Advocates were initially chosen by chance; that is, patients were

often assigned to staff members who did not have a specific client or

whose caseload was less than that of others. As the program matured,

advocates were appointed by self-selection. When a staff member felt

a special affinity for a new client (often expressed as the sharing

of some attribute which would contribute to a speedy development of

good personal and therapeutic channels), he would ask to become that

client's advocate and this request was most often granted unless his

caseload was too great or someone else's too small. On occasion, it

happened that two or more staff members felt the same affinity and

battled in meetings and on the ward, through persuasion, threat, and

conspiracy. The consequent makeup of the ward become a series of

complex combinations, staff members tied to individual patients and

then to clusters of patients who, in turn, developed unique relation

ships and combinations among each other.

The staff found the heroin population very difficult to deal with.

While addicts were often lucid to the point of apparent brilliance,

and were canny, "street-wise", manipulative, colorful, and therefore

Sometimes very attractive as individuals, it was almost impossible to

motivate them, to alter their apparent lack of concern about themselves.

It was often easier for staff for a time to be their friends than

their therapists.

The DAT staff considered admissions screening to be a prime task of

the program and in particular of the group process; that is, persons
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were to be carefully screened prior to admission to determine if they

are appropriate for the program in terms of the general "shape" of

the program and the specific needs of workers and clients.

Since the nurses' time was much consumed with medications, admissions

was largely the domain of the counselor on duty at the time. As a

consequence, the decision was often made without any diagnostic proce

dure or knowledge other than that possessed by the nonprofessional

workers. The resulting client population was often a melange of

clients representing what was appropriate in the eyes of different

counselors. Thus, it was common for persons with apparently severe

psychiatric and physical disorders, within which drug abuse was a very

minor element, to be admitted. This caused much consternation among

the counselors who were confounded at being unable, for example, to

communicate with hallucinating psychotics and much work for the nurses

to refer the clients to more appropriate facilities.

The decision to discharge clients was also the decision of workers,

although not determined solely by advocates. The criteria used for

discharge were not identical with the mandate of the program. Rather

than discharging those who had ceased their habits entirely and those

who had been determined to be beyond assistance, the program discharged

persons in a range between these extremes: persons who had limited

their drug use somewhat, persons who had made some personal progress

in the psychiatric terms of DAT, persons who were in better physical

condition, persons who could or would no longer be provided with a
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haven from the courts, and persons whom the staff or the client group

could or would no longer tolerate.

Nevertheless, discharge of a client was never taken lightly and, in

fact, was seldom done. There were structural conditions which underlay

and help explain this hesitation. In order to justify the continuing

funding of the program, it was necessary to have a minimum census of

clients residing in the program at all times. Therefore, too success

ful a program would discharge too many clients to maintain an adequate

census; too rigid a program (in terms of behavioral standards, admis

Sions standards, rules, and time limits) would also not provide a suf

ficient census.

Discharge of a client had significant potential impact on the advocate,

on the group, and on the shape of the program itself. This impact was

heightened when clients left with or without the consent of staff.

Patients who initiated their own departure often disappointed the

staff; that is, staff who, for whatever reason, wanted certain clients

to remain in the program were powerless to hold them. Staff also often

felt powerless to discharge patients who aggressively resisted being

discharged.

The DAT had no reliable means of learning about clients after they

departed. Thus, when the staff felt that they may have had a success,

they could not determine how long it had lasted. Their only sources

of information were voluntary calls or visits by former clients,
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requests for readmission to the program, calls from the police, proba

tion officers, and other authorities, and the "grapevine." These con

tacts often conveyed failure by the former clients leading workers to

a depressing view of their work, and its products.

It was clear that the discharge rate had no relationship to the cure

rate. Discharge from the program was no indicator of success. Pa

tients may have been in better or worse condition, may have ended on

a job or in jail, may have returned for readmission or never have

been heard from again, and so on. The discharge rate may have re

flected mainly the inability of patients to cope with some structural

or personal aspect of the program or the inability of the program to

cope with certain patients. Discharge of clients thus did not give

Workers a Sense of Success.

6. Fate of the Program

After the DAT had been in operation from some time, funds became

available in small amounts to fix up the ward; furniture began to ar

rive to make the bedrooms, office, bathrooms, community rooms, and

sun deck more livable. However, a client-set fire in one wing caused

serious damage to four bedrooms and cosmetic damage to a hallway.

This area was sealed off, but action was taken to do much needed re

pairs; the fire was a blessing in disguise, as it created renewed con

cern with safety, patient coverage, and amenities.
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Then one night, when the remodelling was almost complete, a fire broke

out in the main community room. The blaze Smoldered for some time,

undetected, while the counselor on duty slept in the office. The

smoke finally aroused her, but, by the time the alarm was sounded,

the majority of space was gutted beyond repair. As a consequence of

the disaster and the counselor's obvious delinquency, the administra

tors worked to fire her, an objective much supported by most staff

who were concerned at finding a scapegoat and maintaining the program

and their jobs.

When the counselor was finally transferred, she left behind a much

shaken program, a half-gutted Ward, a vacancy in the staff coverage of

patients, and a limited number of beds which compelled a small patient

census. The DAT relaxed somewhat, especially upon the news that the

entire CMH facility was to be closed down and a new hospital occupied.

These events turned out to be long-delayed; meanwhile the staff

visited some possible future sites and were excited, in anticipation

of a new start in better facilities. During this hiatus, the director

began a long campaign to replace a counselor who was unwilling to leave.

The two nurses began to search for a transfer elsewhere. One nurse

got married and set a termination date, making know to all that she

was tired of dealing with heroin addicts and nonprofessional workers.

The nurses began to meet outside of the program, planning its "over

throw" and/or redesign. One week past the first anniversary of the

program, the DAT ward as a physical entity was condemned as unsafe and

the program began to share limited quarters with the mental illness

wards.
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Squeezing the DAT into smaller quarters increased the interactions

between staff and clients measurably. The "crazies" from the other

units wandering in and out added to the "fun" of both staff and clients,

relieving some of the general boredom and exclusivity of the program.

However, the move did not reduce interstaff friction.

Another major fire attacked the building soon after; the city fire,

health, and building departments condemned the building and the uses

to which it had been put. The city mental health director closed the

building. The DAT was disbanded and its personnel scattered through

different Service locales.

B. The Community Care Center (CCC)

1. Origins

The facility in which the DAT had operated provided a number of in

patient and outpatient services to the central city. However, it

lacked a board-and-care facility for the aftercare (post-state mental

hospital) chronic mentally ill patients within the area and culture of

the central city. The district within which the CCC was located had

filed non-profit incorporation documents for its mental health ser

vices some years prior to the opening of the CCC. However, the cor

porate structure had remained dormant for some time while services

continued to be provided directly by city and county public agencies.
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The district director, a civil servant, in an attempt to acquire more

autonomy from agency control and civil service hiring practices, de

cided to activate the Community Care Center corporation and through it

contract to provide services to the central city. Long before major

segments of the district administration were moved under the corpora

tion, there was much political planning and maneuvering, but little

operational planning. Finally, however, the CCC was delegated to a

social worker to design in detail; he became the program director.

The first of his problems, locating an appropriate facility, was solved

when a huge, vacant hotel with adequate facilities was discovered in

the heart of the inner-city. This facility was less vulnerable, in

many ways, to the pressures and accidents of the prior CMH facility

in which the DAT had been located. It was large and had many usable

spaces, including a kitchen, a coffee shop, an auditorium, and access

to recreational facilities.

The early days of the program, before patients were admitted, were

occupied with a series of internal meetings among the program direc

tor, unit supervisors (two nurses and a social worker), and the admin

istrative assistants. These persons rehearsed all plans and contin

gencies, trying to anticipate, from their prior experience, everything

that could go awry. More important, early in the program a consensus

was formed, a common perspective on patients, staff, and procedures

for supervision at a "middle management" level.
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2. Task

The operational goal of the CCC, as expressed by the program direc

tor, Was:

We are the friendship thing in the central city right now and
that function needs to be performed. The clientele can't stand
up to anything high-powered. We have the remnants and shards
left over from more aggressive treatment programs all across the
country, burnt out cases. We've got to continue caring, base
level maintenance, social aspects, reinforcing, low-key, non
stress. I would hope that there would be some mechanism, a pro
gram within a program, that would be a little more high-powered.
You always have to have a personalized, individualized program.

The CCC accepts a wide range of the mental illness types which appear

in the community, including persons suffering from "residual psychosis,

inadequate personality, chronic brain syndrome, chronic schizophrenia"

and so on. These patients are combined at CCC in their common inabil

ity to function successfully on a day-to-day basis in the community.

"We become the carrier of the functional disabilities and inadequacies

in our society." (program director)

In serving the diverse population which inhabits the central city,

the CCC serves very diverse needs. It also must perform diverse prac

tices at different times and in different locales. As a consequence,

the CCC was divided into three distinct units: outreach, day care,

and residential care. The outreach unit occupies a storefront office

at the entrance to CCC. Its clients came to the office on regularly

scheduled appointments and at personal crisis points. In addition,
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the outreach unit Staff Visited clients in their hotel rooms and other

places in the community.

The day care unit occupies the second floor of the CCC, which con

tained the coffee shop, the kitchen, the library, and the auditorium.

It provided structured activities for its clients, many of whom con

tinued to live in hotels and residence clubs.

The residential care unit occupies the higher floors of the CCC, areas

which had formerly been hotel rooms. This unit provided the most re

Strictive and basic care for those unable to maintain themselves out

side of institutional care.

The three CCC units are all aimed at aftercare, that is, treatment

following hospitalization for mental illnesses that totally disrupt a

person's normal life. The operational definition of the CCC goal is

to see patients as socially salvageable and to assist them to live more

or less normally in the community. There were many problems over task

in the CCC. On the whole, conflict over goals was due to a differen

tial understanding among staff about what the general goals were, what

was meant by care and maintenance, how progress should be measured,

what could be expected from patients, and so on. It was the task of

the middlemanagers to define the goal to the workers. This was not

easily accomplished.

Since many of the patients seemed so disabled as to be considered
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permanent residents of the CCC, the workers needed direction about

what could be done for them and how success could be measured. Workers

required definitions and methods for working with the less disabled

patients as well.

For the more disabled patients, assisting them through individualized

care to avoid further deterioration to a point of needing to be in a

nursing home, seemed more reasonable than expecting positive change:

It bothered me for awhile that all I seemed to be doing was
giving these people their meds and doing finances, but that's
where they're at. Maintenance seems appropriate to these cases.
God, I thought, I don't seem to be doing anything for these peo
ple. But then I thought, our job is just to keep them from going
back to the state mental hospital. Our solution--send them quick
to general hospital if they're regressing, then shoot them back
here to live. (mental health worker)

We don't have long-range goals. We resemble our clients that
way. We live on a daily concrete basis. You talk about their
long-range goals, or the goals we have for them. Do you have a
cure for schizophrenia? (nurse)

Workers had a difficult time adjusting to these treatment values:

No progress, just maintenance at some acceptable or tolerable
point, equals progress for some. We are performing a needed ser
vice. I really feel that. It is the focus of their lives, like
the lunches, the activities, belonging to a group, being in a
place where one can be crazy. Of course, I would like to see
more than that. T(mental health worker)

The desire to "see more than that" became stronger as time passed and

fewer patients were discharged:
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How do we deal with people who will stay here for ten years or
even the rest of their lives? I don't want to do for people
forever. I want them to be able to do for themselves. (mental
health worker)

This powerful need for visible success in the terms of the worker

rather than of the patient eventually led to much conflict over goals

and debate on the inadequacy of CCC's technology. One method of

making a break from lack of patient progress was:

Let's determine how the clients are divided as to potential for
independence. Let's work out categories of independence. We
must have parallel programs set up, one outwardly directed for
those who will go back into the community with minimal support
from the CCC, the other designed for those who will always re
main somewhat dependent, but could still be more independent
than they are. (social worker)

The consequence of this method was a closer analysis of each patient

and how he or she might be expected to make progress, even if very

slight, and an accommodation to small treatment steps and lengthy

treatment. This definition of the task led to less pressure for quick

and total "cures." Most of the staff continued to be caught somewhere

on the "care-cure" continuum, as if they were polar opposites. Even

after lengthy explanations by supervisors, they still felt that:

... there is or should be something I could do for them. When I
sit down with a client to talk, even after a staff meeting when
we discuss him, I still find no plan, no goal, no next step. I
am also confussed about goals, both general and specific. I
want to interview other staff intensively to find out their goals.
(mental health worker)
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This statement reflects the common feeling that workers had about each

other, that the others had goals but just had not yet articulated them.

If they could be articulated, they thought, the goals could be assembled,

compared, and put together in a pattern. The staff did not perceive

that conflict over goals was due to differences in values and percep

tions of the possible rather than a failure to communicate.

Goals were persistently debated in staff meetings and in-service train

ing sessions. An early, uneasy coalition was maintained as most staff

recognized that open debate on goals might seriously divide the program,

as it eventually came to do.

3. Work Environment

Each of the CCC's three units had privacy and space for itself and its

patients. However, the work environments differed considerably,

creating strains and dissatisfactions. Conflicts arose between the

units, voiced in meetings and expressed in practices which tended to

isolate the units from each other. For example, the variance between

operating assumptions between the outreach unit and the other two

units grew so great that, for a time, the outreach unit was unwilling

to refer patients to the other two.

4. The Outreach Unit

The outreach team provides supportive service including "crisis inter
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vention," "clinical maintenance," (keeping people out of hospitals)

"client advocacy." Its objectives include preventing social and psy

chological disruption in the clients' lives, maintaining or improving

clients' level of daily functioning, keeping clients out of institu

tions, interagency coordination, improving services to alcoholics, and

referral. It operates through telephone contacts, home visits to

hotels (and hospitals), and contact with "significant others" (hotel

managers, welfare workers, etc.) In the absence of an out-patient

clinic, the work of the outreach team is 50% crisis intervention and

50% out-patient care.

Because of the diffuse nature of the work, there is little direct

supervision of practices. Counselors are on their own in the field.

The outreach supervisor commented, "Variety is the Spice of life. I

wanted a unit of my own and I got it. I like my own personal mobility
through outreach, it enables me to get out of here. I think we're the

'crack unit' of the CCC. There's no chance of our getting burnt out

and becoming 'bughousers.' I mean, I admire (the residential Super

Visor), but I would never take her job. I wouldn't take day care

either. My preference is that I like to get out and I'd quit if I had

to change programs. I'd get claustrophobia."

They have little to do with medications, with physical support, or

with long-term care. They are seldom confronted with failure or long

term decline; patients are seen and referred elsewhere quickly. Sort

ing rather than treating patients allows them freedom from failure;
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their frustrations and anger are directed at the other agencies who

handle their patients. They are out of the building most of the time;

this mobility enables them to avoid the crises and compressions which

occur in the building.

They do keep favorite patients on a continuing caseload and thus have

some sense of continuity in their work. They are strongly disinclined

to refer patients to the other two units: 1) having the patient

treated by the other units is a sign of their failures, 2) conflicts

arise when they try to hold on to the referred clients (especially dS

treatment methods and goals often differ greatly), and 3) referral

puts their methods on review by the staff of other units in the same

program.

5. Day Care Unit

The day care unit provides services aimed at improving the social con

tacts, physical well being, and activity levels of aftercare persons in

the community and residential patients in the building. It provides a

number of activities and opportunities to capture the interest of a

wide number of patients. Most of the activities occur within the

building and involve large numbers of patients. The main objective is

to keep patients from avoidable hospitalization, by providing a milieu

in which patients can interact with each other while staff do the plan

ning and are available to help solve personal difficulties. It provides

individualized and supportive care. It provides lunch, medications,
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and individual and group psychiatric treatment.

The day care program has a daily staff of four counselors and one

nurse for over 100 day care patients, in addition to some residential

patients who also participate; the caseload of each counselor soon

after the program opened was between 20 and 25 patients.

It is a semi-supervised operation most of the time; the counselors

share one large office with the supervisor, but spend considerably less

time on the phone than do outreach staff. Day care counselors are nor

mally on the move, dealing with patients, supervising activities, and

providing material support. They spend time with individual patients

in the solution of their problems and regularly schedule one-to-one

meetings with their patients. They discuss their patients with each

other, with the supervisor, and with the psychiatric consultants.

As a consequence of devising individual programs and having long-term

clients, counselors are often confronted with success and failure, both

large and small. It is not easy for a counselor to escape the frus

tration resulting from setting unrealistic goals and having long-term

involvement with patients suffering from recurring and ambiguous dis

abilities.

The day care goal is to prevent patients from deteriorating to the

point of requiring hospitalization while the task is to ascertain at

what level a patient can function adequately and comfortably and as

sist him in getting to that level.
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6. Residential Care Unit

The residential unit is concerned primarily with the chronically dis

turbed men and women who do not require total institutionalization but

who cannot live alone or without the constant and immediate availa

bility of support. The unit has been rather successful in breaking the

"cycle of institutionalization" for many of its patients who have been

totally institutionalized for as many as three or more decades. Most

patients have improved or maintained their level of functioning while

in the residential unit. Some have moved back into the community and

come to the CCC for medications or day care activities. The patient

population in residence has constantly increased, putting pressure on

the unit in terms of staff and space.

The residential program, with nine counselors and over 60 residential

clients, is in constantly difficult straits. Since it is a 24-hour,

7 day a week operation, with no more than two staff members on duty at

one time, the span of control is only one staff for every 30 or more

patients. Statistically, it was early recognized that the residential

unit was working with an almost permanent population:

Once we're full up, with no one leaving, we're no longer a com
munity resource, and that concerns me. The initial thinking was
half and half, half moving in turnover, and the other half in
board-and-care until they end up in a rest home. (program
director)

However, the disability of the patients dictated far fewer patients in
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"turnover" category. Fiscally, there is no problem with a permanent

population. The more permanent the patient population, like any hotel,

the better the books will appear. However, the CCC was designed and

staffed to "move" patients if only to keep workers enthusiastic:

The residence program is made up of beloved grandparent figures,
a handful of nice aged. The rest are chronics, beloved by dif
ferent persons for different reasons. The old people in the
residence program are more personally rewarding but there is less
significant to do with them. There are few expectations or goals
for them, they are not on a success-failure continuum. However,
they are a relief from the "crazies." They talk and converse
normally. But if they are only old, there are no rewards from
them. Sometimes they seem to fade away. (nurse)

Residential staff workers expect and find few "successes" in terms of

remission, but find indicators of success in patients' higher levels

of interest, activity, and normalcy. Counselors who recognize these

smaller behavioral changes find their work much more satisfactory.

Counselors who do not seek or recognize these smaller changes find them

selves without success and press for new goals and new methods to ease

their frustration; this is also due to their lack of training in main

tenance care and disagreement with the goal and task of "care".

Their work environment provided them with a very low order of satis

faction during the early days of the program, leading to intense frus

tration. They soon tired of being criticized by and compared to the

other, more aggressive units. Their work was confined to the building

and separated from the other activities of the building. They were

seriously understaffed compared to the numbers of patients and their
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degree of disability. They had few "successes" and conflicts over

goal-setting and treatment became quite heated, threatening the integ

rity of the unit.

7. Organization

The staffing pattern was designed by the program director and another

social worker, prior to any hiring. They resisted hiring workers from

the prior facility (especially from the DAT) and other facilities with

in the district. A core group of administrators and treatment person

nel was allowed to transfer under the aegis of the district director.

Attrition of potential transferees to other employment made additional

inroads into these potential transfers. The attrition was supported

by the program director:

A considerable part of my efforts was devoted to isolating CCC
from the craziness of the old facility; we didn't just shake up
the pieces into new configurations but got rid of the pieces.
To have built CCC with civil servants would have created a hell
of a lot more work, working around and through, creating jobs to
suit them rather than the clients or the institution. (program
director)

Two nurses and one social worker were hired prior to the admission of

patients to supervise the outreach, day care, and residential units.

It was the job of these supervisors, together with the program direc

tor, to design their individual units, to coordinate their functions,

to provide program direction and authority, and to screen prospective

staff and clients. Having generally outlined the spaces and equipment
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their units would require, the supervisors' next step was to employ

the best nonprofessional and semi-professional staff they could. They

were under budget restrictions that effectively eliminated the hiring

of trained psychiatric technicians and experienced social workers.

The staff were selected according to program criteria and design:

When we were interviewing, we were looking for caring people who
had similar work experience in care, tuning in and enjoying the
people they were working with, not real 100 mile-per-hour, aggres
Sive, ambitious people. I knew and they knew that this was not
going to be a romantic, consciousness-raising, experimental,
Jungian trip. I think they carry around the care model in their
heads. Possessiveness by staff of a client is a step up from the
state mental hospital attitude. These people were hired for love,
for their neurotic attachment to crazy sick people. (program
director)

The CCC nonprofessional staff are not persons indigenous to the central

city or its characteristics. They are college graduates in psychology,

social work, counseling, and have some background in service settings.

They had more professional traits and practices than the staff at DAT.

They express little identification with patients, except in terms of

their civil rights. However, these workers, like those at the DAT, do

not see how aspects of a patient's behavior are connected to each

Other.

In addition to some administrators and staff, a group of patients from

the old facility accompanied the initial move to the CCC. They contri

buted much to the successful beginnings of the program. The initial

patient population of the program was carefully screened, providing a
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program development period sufficient to build a program strong enough

to handle more difficult cases later. The CCC began with the "stars"

of the state mental hospital population:

Only after a few successes can you take a failure or two. The
early clients gave us momentum, the sense that "we're the best",
that this is new and exciting. I think we'd be doing a disser
Vice to the other clients, to the staff, and to the institution
unless we were terribly, terribly selective in who we took. I'm
very concerned that we continue to find stars, they are absolutely
necessary to the continuance of the program. (program director)

The organization of the CCC has an effective form of middlemanagement,

a combination of bureaucracy and supervision provided by the Program

Director, his administrative assistants, and the unit supervisors.

Middlemanagers occupy a middle ground between, on the one side, city,

district, and corporate officials and, on the other side, the primary

caregivers (social workers, psychiatric technicians, mental health

workers) and the patients. The middlemanagers define the program goals

and practices, defend the program to other agencies, and supervise the

operations within the program. They provide the key to the differences

which appeared in the history of the DAT and the CCC.

This mode of supervision was designed into the CCC by the Program Direc

tor following his experiences at the previous facility. It was his ob

jective to control as many aspects of the CCC as possible and let

nothing go unsupervised. Had he not selected unit supervisors with

similar notions, he himself would have been isolated and his authority

eroded. Instead, he selected unit supervisors who had strong feelings
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about clinical hierarchies. In combination, these two layers of

middle-management supported each other in the maintenance of authority.

Middle-management was only one step removed from the nonprofessional

primary caregivers and had continuous clinical concerns and work. The

middle-management communicated internally more than any other group

within the CCC, sharing information, insights, directions, and deter

minations, while at the same time engaging in constant close super

vision of the primary caregivers. The informal operations of staff

were limited by the amount of supervision over goals and practices

provided by the middle-management of CCC. Staff ability to create and

maintain the shape of the client populations through power over intake

and discharge was similarly limited.

Middlemanagement cohesion extended into an ideological cohesion of a

similar order; supervisors freely shared their views, found areas of

consensus from their similar professional backgrounds, and tended to

keep their areas of disagreement within the middlemanagement group.

Large scale resistance to this ideological agreement would have re

quired extended sharing by the nonprofessional staff, which was made

extremely difficult by the diversity of the backgrounds and intents

and by the structural conditions (schedules, locales, and so on) which

separated them from each other.

Only one serious challenge to the authority of the middlemanagers was

ever mounted. This occurred during a time of open conflict over goals
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and technology, when staff dissatisfaction was at its greatest. Part

of the dissatisfaction was due to a denial, by the governing board, of

raises, promotions, and other benefits. The staff workers turned to

trade unionism for assistance. Some workers saw this as a great oppor

tunity to "break the back" of the clinical hierarchy and establish

therapeutic equality with the supervisors: corporation board members

assisted in this move by insisting that the unit supervisors were

management and could not join a union.

By identifying nurses as "management", the therapy team would have been

Split in two, adding power to the counselors vis a vis, the supervisors

and making the counselors less subject to clinical supervision. Some

workers' first suggestion to the incoming union was to "remove social

workers (their description of themselves) from under medical authority."

The union, however, agreed with the nurses that the CCC was a medical

facility under medical authority and that the nurses were clinical and

not administrative supervisors. Clinical supervision remained intact.

8. Operations

Patients have come to the CCC from a variety of sources. Some patients

were state mental hospital patients discharged into the community.

Some were part of the original screening accomplished when staff members

went to the state mental hospitals, seeking likely (self-maintaining)

candidates for the new program.
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More recent admissions are referred by public agencies and hotel mana

gers to the outreach unit who refer them, in turn, into the day care

and residential units. Still others are referred from the general hos

pital and from private doctors. Thus there is a constant flow of pa

tients. Over-population of the units is more common than underpopula

tion.

Because of the constant availability of new patients, a close watch is

kept on the shape of the units when considering the addition of a new

patient. In the CCC, however, there is less personal prediliction in

admissions screening because there is much more professional super

vision and more steps involved in the process than at DAT. The CCC

mixture of patients runs along a continuum of disability, with a rela

tively smooth transition from patients all the way in (residential care)

to all the way out (living in the community). There are a number of

patients moving between the units on their way to more or less activity,

more or less outside life, more or less restrictive care, etc.

The CCC is seldom troubled by the issue of inappropriate patients due

to the amount of professional screening. It is also seldom troubled

by patient discharge, since the units provide such a range of care.

The units seldom discharge a patient without followup care, either from

the unit discharging the patient, the outreach unit, or other service
-

agency. Thus, patients do not readily become lost. Many of the pa

tients who have been discharged were sent to the general hospital or to

the state mental hospital for more intensive, structured treatment.
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These patients, too, are followed by the CCC through visits, phone calls,

and letters. Even those who had to be removed bodily from the building

and be involuntarily committed are followed, since many often return to

the CCC at later dates. Thus, the CCC perceives continuity in its

work; its few ultimate "failures" included some suicides and some pa

tients who cannot be maintained and have to be sent to nursing homes.

The prior experiences and training of the middlemanagers led them to

share a fundamental flexibility concerning treatment modes. They used

every treatment method which had the possibility of success which was

at the same time legitimate (that is, in the accepted psychiatric ar

senal), but which would not irreversibly damage the clients, the pro

gram, or their own authority. This is not to say that middlemanagers

did not themselves get caught up in the exuberance of new solutions to

old obstacles. By engaging in new solutions, they themselves often

lost, for a time, their own directions. The effect of this was com

monly to pursue new directions when the workers were already pulling

back. On the other hand, pursuing alternate practices and operations

to their limits, within the constraints of the program, may have re

sulted in a shared disinclination to try these methods again, thus

relieving the CCC of pervasive doubts and second thoughts.

9. Fate of the Program

The CCC is an extant organization at the time of this writing. Its

services and population have stabilized and its operations routinized.
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After the first few months of operation, dissension over goals and

operations broke out within and between the units which comprise the

CCC. Middle-management attempted to cope with this problem by increas

ing the number of formal staff interactions to discuss goals and opera

tions. Staff differences were sufficiently widespread so as to cause

these remedial efforts to fail.

Other courses of action were pursued, such as hiring psychiatric con

Sultants to counsel the unit Staffs, create more sense of success With

clients, and legitimate practices of which staff were doubtful. These

efforts also failed. Finally, the program director engaged the ser

vices of a behavioral modification specialist to entirely revamp the

methods and philosophy of treatment. This new technology, while ori

ginally greatly anticipated by the workers, was soon abandoned in favor

of prior methods. The embracing of prior methods was an unsatisfac

tory solution for some staff members who left of their own accord or

were fired. The ensuing cohesiveness brought about a decline in the

level of debate over goals and practices and, in combination with

other programmatic changes of seemingly minor importance, increased

Workers' Satisfaction with their work.

C. Comparative Summary of the Organization, Operations, and History

of Two New Human Service Programs

These two programs were similar and dissimilar in a number of signifi

cant factors. The responses of these programs to essentially similar
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social and political environments and tasks developed in both similar

and dissimilar patterns. The patterns may be attributable directly to

different organizational structural factors. However, it is equally

possible that these patterns emerged from the interaction over time of

historical, structural, and individual factors. The differences in pro

grammatic character and fates may result from differences in the de

velopment of these organizations. A comparison of the history of these

programs may prove enlightening.

1. Origins

Both programs were created in the same locale within the same socio

political time. Both operated under similar sets of fiscal and regu

latory constraints.

The DAT was assembled hastily, lacking time to explore organizational,

treatment, and hiring alternatives. The CCC, on the other hand, was

preceded by months of planning among those who were to carry out the

program. These middlemanagers achieved substantial consensus on many

program aspects before the first counselor was hired and the first pa

tient admitted. In addition, CCC drew upon the experience of the DAT

as an object lesson on how not to proceed.

Nonetheless, both programs developed elaborate sets of standards and

operations swiftly following their inception. No major conflicts were

encountered with the original set of patients, workers, or operating
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procedures. The original patients within each program were seriously

disabled but could be managed without difficulty. The workers within

each program were basically nonprofessional, nonindigenous, young, and

enthusiastic. The pay and conditions of employment were essentially

identical.

2. Task

The DAT may have been seriously hurt by its perceptions of its goals

which appeared very early to be excessively ambitious. However, there

was little effective systematic intervention into these perceptions and

much opposition to legitimate alternative goals. The technology and

personnel with which DAT was to achieve its goals promised little pos

sibility of goal attainment.

However, the technology was not rejected by workers; the technology,

initially ill-defined but legitimated in the psychiatric arsenal, was

expanded over time to include great flexibility. The goal, in turn,

was expanded to include a greater range of desirable outcomes. These

changes were accompanied by severe divisiveness among workers but did

not result in critical organizational damage. Maintaining an adequate

census was a recurrent concern; on the other hand, the small size of

the program and the high staff/patient ratio made the goal appear more

attainable.

The goal of the CCC, to care for patients and cure them only if possible,
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appeared more modest and attainable. The low staff/patient ratio made

even this modest goal appear problematic. The technology of care was

not very different from that of the DAT; attempts to add greater defi

nition to the goal and to refine or alter the technology were met with

resistance. Divisiveness over goals and technology was severe but in

termittent. However, divisiveness did not excessively affect the func

tioning of the program.

3. Work Environment

The work environment for the DAT could not have been less predictive

for success. The building, the program facility, and the general en

vironment were conducive to very depressing staff outlooks. Similarly,

these factors encouraged an "institutional" atmosphere which did not

seem conducive to "normalizing" the lives of the addicts away from

their street lives. The CCC, on the other hand, had a fine physical

plant which gave staff and clients a great deal of space and flexibility,

leading to positive outlooks. There were aspects of this facility as

well which led to divisiveness and animosity over operations.

4. Organization

The DAT was organized along democratic, egalitarian lines, related to

the therapeutic method it used. In such a small setting, it seemed the

most appropriate to maximize the participation and personal responsi–

bility of both workers and clients. The closeness of workers to each
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other and the distance from psychiatric authority enabled workers to

openly air and resolve differences. Leadership was provided by a

nominal director but enforcement of norms and regulations was conducted

by the worker group. The effectiveness of the interventions offered

by the psychiatric consultant was limited by the varying receptiveness

of the worker group over time.

The CCC, a much larger program, was characterized by a formal bureau

cratic structure and middlemanagement supervision. This limited the

control and autonomy each primary caregiver had over his/her work. It

resulted in different classes of workers, superordinate and subordinate

roles, and sanctions accompanying the use of authority. Authority ex

tended not only over personnel and treatment practices, but also over

workers' attitudes toward the goal and the patients.

The middlemanagement function deserves some elaboration. Middlemanage

ment resulted from changing conditions identified in Chapter II. First,

in these new programs, psychiatrists advanced to administrative posi

tions in order to better direct policy. This created a separation bet

ween "technical" and "managerial" authority structures. In abandoning

the close supervision of direct services, psychiatrists left other

types of professional workers to oversee direct services.

Second, the decentralization of services led to a proliferation of fa

cilities, each with its own director and corporate structure. The

ability to control these services from a central point became severely
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attenuated, resulting in vacuum between administrators and primary

caregivers. This vacuum allowed for the introduction of another layer

of management at some middle level. As a consequence, middlemanagers,

as a class, acquire great and autonomous power over programs, goals,

and practices.

Against the power of middle-management stand the board of the program

and the trade unions, neither of which may be well-versed in or con

cerned with internal staff practices. If middle-managers meet the

needs of the board and the union, they may be left unencumbered to es

tablish and enforce some (though not all) organizational practices.

Middle-managers lead to a system of unitary supervision, that is ,

supervision over persons, goals, and practices combined into one person

or class, the result of professional prerogative and the power vacuum.

This class is in a position to oversee and enforce movement to the man

dated goal. This power is limited as it depends, in large part, on

charisma, persuasion, negotiation, and so on. The legitimation by

workers of the power of middle-management is in direct proportion to

the ability of middle-management to solve the problems of staff.

However, the existence of middlemanagement per se would not explain

the similarities and dissimilarities in the devleopment of these two

programs. As will be shown later, in the absence of an operational

philosophy which would direct and link procedures to shared overall

treatment ideology, middlemanagement did limit the behavioral eccen
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tricities which appear in varying degrees in each program.

5. Operations

Lack of unitary authority in DAT led to a lack of consistent opera

tions. Thus, there emerged no uniform, rational approach to opera

tions with which to screen potential patients nor to control treatment

technology. As a consequence, the technology, the characteristics of

the patient population, and the purposes of the program appeared

vague and contradictory.

In the CCC, the authority of middlemanagement kept close rein on

screening and treatment operations. Thus, the patients within each

unit tended to resemble each other in type and degree of disability

and treatment modes were created and altered to meet these types based

on growing Worker experience.

6. Summary

Nothing in the foregoing descriptions of these programs has suggested

that a single organizational structural variable would account for the

Similarities and dissimilarities in the character of these two human

service programs. Buckley (1967) argues that the classical principle

of causality holds that similar conditions produce similar effects and

consequently dissimilar results are due to dissimilar conditions.
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The history of the DAT and the CCC suggests an opposite principle,

that similar conditions, processed differently, may lead to different

results. Thus, as Buckley points out, two cultures developing in very

similar ecological environments may end up with very different socio

cultural systems:

Such considerations provide a more precise and basic methodologi
cal rationale for the transactional approach to the study of com—
plex adaptive systems. For example, the classical approach to
the study of delinquent or criminal behavior was to look either
at personality or at the environing situation. We now, however,
can appreciate more fully the possibility that some deviation
amplifying transaction operating between the personality system
and the situation has generated the deviant outcome. The initial
conditions in either the personality or the situation may or may
not be relevant or causally dominant. (1967:60-61)

It is suggested that analyzing an organization only in terms of the in

teractions of the persons who comprise it or of its structural elements

may not result in reliable organizational understanding. In order to

explain why the DAT and the CCC, with all the similarities attendant to

their creation and work tasks, became so dissimilar over time, We shall

have to shift the perspective of this study from the comparison of

Static elements and events to developmental processes as they appeared

over time.
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CHAPTER FOUR. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF TWO NEW

HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAMS

A. Developmental Processes in the Drug Abuse Treatment Program

1. Compression

As described in Chapter Three, the DAT was housed in poor quarters.

It was staffed by young, inexperienced, but initially enthusiastic

workers committed to humane treatment. The workers perceived their

task as unreasonable, given the degree of disability of addict-patients.

The workers' technology, relying on personal interaction, promised no

certitude of success. The DAT required a high patient census continu

ously from its outset, resulting in an inability to slowly organize

itself. Pressure felt from competing programs led the DAT staff to

feel defensive, but yet special and above criticism. The moderate

degree of proven success of other programs relying on precise technolo

gies highlighted DAT's inability to achieve success. Yet the DAT

workers were loathe to leave their work. In particular, they were con

fronted with the lack of available alternative jobs.

More important, perhaps, workers operated with significant freedom

from supervision; therapeutic equality or egalitarianism gave them sub

stantial personal control over their work. Finally, workers expressed

much commitment to human service work.
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The consequence of these factors were feelings of constriction (inabi

lity to escape), pressure (continuation of an ineffectual technology

toward an unchanged official goal), and frustration (inability to enjoy

the rewards of having successful outcomes). These feelings may be com

bined into a situation which one worker called "compression." "Com

pression" is defined in this study as a general feeling brought about

When workers cannot escape the experience of contradictions inherent

in their work situation, when the personal losses attendent to resig

nation from the program or acceptance of new, "less humane" technolo

gies are as Severe as continued involvement in a low reward situation.

Compression is similar to the social-psychological concepts of anomie

and alienation. However, the exact definition of these concepts is

still the subject of continuing debate, particularly as these con

cepts are used to describe both individual human feelings and major

Societal conditions. Often, these concepts denote a pathological state.

Compression, on the other hand, emphasizes the situational aspects in

which individuals and small groups may find themselves. It reflects

the combination of numerous pressures which leave the individuals and

groups essentially immobilized in terms of legitimate forms of escape.

It is much more complex a feeling than the simple pressure felt by a

worker who is told to work faster and thus produce more.

The explosive potential of such feelings would suggest disastrous,

immediate, and highly visible actions emerging within the program. At
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the DAT, this study's model of compression, such actions did not

emerge, because energies were devoted to the processes of decompres–

Sion (i.e. relieving compression) which shall be outlined below.

These processes allowed workers, as one worker commented, "To get some

rewards for what they were doing". Decompression is quite similar to

Goffman's concept of "secondary adjustment" (Goffman 1961). However,

while there were many secondary adjustments (rewards sought and ob

tained through informal and unofficial avenues) in both programs, only

those tactics which acted to decompress workers as well as alter organ

izational operations and structure became the focus of this analysis.

2. Goal-Redefining

The task of the DAT was to assist addicts to successfully cease their

habits, however, there coincided with this official goal an extensive

rhetoric of failure; staff pointed out the statistical improbability

of achieving the goal. It would have been very difficult to justify

the continuance of the program if workers were required to retain the

official goal as the only goal. However, as has been noted, action

toward the official goal was basically unsupervised by anyone outside

of and above the program.

The general condition of unsupervision noted in prior chapters over

and within the program ensured against therapeutic hierarchy; there

was no one to measure the means against the goal. Unsupervision oc

curred almost everywhere: over goal-directed activity, therapy methods,
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recruitment of staff and clients, behavior of staff and clients, fol

lowthrough on decisions, charting, continuity of care, evaluation or

feedback of results, basic physical safety, and so on.

Given the great disparity between the goal and the available technology,

the first step to relieve compression resulting from the officially un

successful outcomes was to redefine the aspiration level down to a more

acceptable point. The growth and development model enabled the staff

to quickly and consensually ignore the goal of curing addicts of their

addiction.

"We all understand that there may be no cures, only crisis interven

tion and some form of maintenance." (counselor) Workers redefined

their standards so that any indication of positive change in a client's

character could be interpreted as a successful outcome; this relieved

the staff of having to make an unacceptable accommodation to working

for extended periods with defined failure. "If we wanted any satis

faction, we had to get some rewards for what we were doing and if we

wanted to get rewards from all our patients getting off drugs, we

wouldn't be able to stay here for long." (counselor)

By ignoring the drug usage itself and treating it only as a manifesta

tion of a character disorder, the cutting point between success and

failure became subject to personal redefinition. "A successful out

come is one who by articulating their situation changes that situation.

By saying where you're at, you've changed where you're at." (counselor)
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The official goal was replaced by individual worker-defined goals for

individual patients. This goal change process was not an effective

decompression tactic because there was no alternative reward system

other than goal accomplishment to satisfy staff needs. For example,

soon after the program discharged its first clients, the staff became

distraught over the clients' post-discharge fates and began to disavow

any responsibility for post-discharge fates.

Denied attachment to the post-discharge end-product and lacking any

other form of positive feedback, staff sought personal rewards within

activities and relationships on the ward itself. Thus, over time, the

DAT engaged in "goal displacement", a "means-ends inversion" wherein

the means, the day-to-day activities of workers, became ends in them

selves. (Estes 1974 ). However, it must be noted that the goals of

individual staff workers were not solely personal and individual ;

rather, the goals tended to be the product of informal negotiation

among personal goals, perceptions of others' goals, some organizational

goals about which there was lively debate, and the official goal.

3. Self-servicing

Generally, community mental health services are intended by program

planners to be extended from the staff to the clients. If staff derive

rewards from other staff or patients, the facility may be considered

to have a therapeutic plus, staff servicing themselves while servicing

the patients.
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"Self-servicing" refers to the direction in which services flow; self

servicing of workers means that services flow to them rather than from

them. This may be a legitimate goal of programs, as in those in which

physically handicapped persons are hired to provide services for other

handicapped persons and, at the same time, receive services themselves.

Self-servicing can occur concurrently with other-servicing and may

have positive results for both parties. On the other hand, it may

preclude positive results for either or both.

Workers at DAT appeared to be meeting significant life ingredients at

work. These ingredients changed over time to suit changes in their

lives. DAT processes often appeared to flow from novel situations com—

prised not only of patients' life situations but those of staff as

well. The data suggest a variety of purposes that staff filled through

their jobs, including friendships, personal therapy, access to drugs,

sex, excitement (through vicarious sharing of the drug culture and

street life), and being supported in desired self-images. In order to

engage in substantial self-servicing, it was useful to equate meeting

personal purposes with providing services to patients:

I definitely want to converse with interesting people, beyond
just therapy. It brings up with these people a whole feeling of
rapport. That way, if I communicate well, the person will see
another dimension of me. By his understanding of these other
dimensions of me, when it gets down to therapeutic things, he
will have a greater sense of me. (counselor)

Self-servicing in an organization requires mutuality; that is, it would

soon have become intolerable if the DAT had consisted only of staff
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members seeking their own rewards regardless of the needs of other

staff. Self-servicing then could not be intrusive or unilateral else

it would have become a source of organizational conflict.

In the process of accommodating each others' diverse desires, the

workers created a major form of organizational behavior as well as a

worker culture. This aspect of organizational life was not overtly

addressed by workers:

I don't know that we are aware of what our needs are and we don't
talk about it with each other and explore what our needs are, and
how they're getting met and whether that's healthy or not. We
sure don't talk about it, man! I don't know what needs I get
met up there. (nurse)

4. Screening and Unloading

The morale of staff was dependent upon the good fit of the patient

population to staff desires. The patient population fluctuated with

admission and discharge, constantly changing its number and composi

tion. The prime requisite for staff members, singly and together, was

to create a fitting population. "When no one was getting any rewards

from the patients we had, that's when we were all out looking for dif

ferent jobs or discussing whether we could discharge the whole load

of them at once." (counselor)

In order to maintain a constant flow of suitable patients, the DAT

staff engaged in significant screening at admissions. Combining the
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personal reward system of the staff member doing admissions with his

or her lack of diagnostic skills led to a number of unsatisfactory

patient populations. Over time, the staff recognized admissions as

the program's most vulnerable point in creating good fit and devised a

complex screening process. This process contained a number of interim

"unloading" steps requiring discharge from the program, should the new

patient become seen as unfitted to the needs of staff or even of other

patients.

The difficulty of having to unload a patient was ameliorated in the

admissions process by setting an unloading date as a rule, rather than

by later staff consensus. When the patient was admitted, he was told

that he might stay no longer than a specified number of weeks. At

that date, unless he were reevaluated for a longer stay, he could be

automatically unloaded. When the staff wanted to unload someone, but

without taking on an authoritarian image, they would allow him to re

main until his unloading date and then merely invoke the rule.

Screening procedures filtered out the old, tough, aggressive addict

and passed through the articulate, "fun", attractive, reward-giving

patients. It was found easier to accomplish good fit at screening

than later when the patient was already known as a person and may

have appeared of some value to a particular staff member.
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5. Flooring

Calculating who is a good or bad patient, who is an insider or an out

sider, and what behaviors are expected from them at any point in time,

was established at DAT by placing a "floor" of expectations on the pa

tient's attitude and behavior, beneath which lay unloading. Flooring

was based on how easy or difficult it was for staff and other patients

to live with certain behavior.

Thus, a pleasant, easy-going, non-threatening, regulation-meeting pa

tient could be tolerated, no matter how little or great progress toward

ceasing his addiction he was making. Regular and active participation

in group therapy, performing menial services, seeking out staff members

instead of being sought out. non-abuse of and non-reliance on medica

tions, informing staff of one's whereabouts, lack of defensiveness or

lying when questioned about "chipping" (using drugs occasionally),

helping staff to cope with violence and other problems, and informing

on others all served as behaviors which kept the DAT staff from setting

a high and rigid floor on certain clients; it also blurred the distinc

tion between staff and patient. The length of time a good patient

spent in the program became a secondary concern.

Floors were the products of the interaction of a number of variables:

e staff perception of where the patient was in his life compared

to where he might be

e the shape of the patient population
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• What staff were or were not getting from the patients

• the size of the patient population compared to staff coverage

• the personality of the patient as fitting the needs of all or

part of the staff, of the advocate, the therapy group, and so

On .

When the census was too low, the floor of acceptable characteristics

and behavior was lowered to both admit and retain marginal patients.

This procedure was rationalized by "the greater capacity of staff to

meet this increased difficulty." On those occasions of very low cen

sus, the word went out to "drag in bodies off the street" and to drop

floors to below what had previously been considered absolute grounds

for denial of admission or for unloading. This dropping of floors

reflects the attempt to find the lowest level of behavior which could

still be construed as progress, as ground for retention. "So if we

find even one person who shows signs of success or in whom we see Some

sign even if it doesn't really exist, that is sufficient." (counselor)

On the other hand, when the census was high, the floor of acceptable

behavior was elevated to levels beyond mere overt behavior, to include

such aspects of ward life as personality conflicts with staff and/or

other patients and having "bad" attitudes. This procedure was ration

alized by "lack of sufficient staff coverage to control and therefore

tolerate marginal behavior, personality conflicts, and bad attitudes."

Different floors for any one patient existed concurrent based on
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different expectations which individual staff members had for him.

Commonly, the patient himself picked out the easiest flooring to live

with by selecting one worker to confide in and hide behind. If this

relationship filled that worker's need, he bacame the advocate for the

patient and his flooring became the crucial measure to which the balance

of the staff deferred. The consequences of this process occurring re

peatedly was that patients chose the least demanding therapist avail

able; prolonged their stay in the program by forming semi-permanent at

tachments to staff members; and perpetuated a system of dyadic reward

generating relationships throughout the program. There is no indica

tion that patients profited from these relationships in terms of pro

gress in becoming less addicted to heroin. The freedom to establish

floors enabled each staff member to redefine the progress of each pa

tient as he or she chose at any point in time, thus providing a con

stant resource for someone to find success or reward:

That's why we have the discrepancies we have. That's why Sam
(counselor) will continue to do something with one patient while
we all go out of our minds over what he's doing. But Sam is get
ting some rewards out of what he's doing with one patient that
we can't. We feel the patient is stagnant, but Same, for what
ever reason, is perceiving growth. It's possible that one of us
gets more rewards because he sees more signs of growth and is
more easily satisfied. But we differ over what we see and in
whom. Sam sees Lou as making some progress and we say "Nonsense!"
But where we see progress in Jack, Sam sees only a badnews Cat.
(nurse)

The criteria which underlay flooring varied widely within the DAT:

We do measure success by if someone stays off heroin, though we
don't say that we do. That's the only way we'll say that person's
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a success. But there's other ways to success. The biggest thing
We do is plant some seeds that may sprout and grow sometime, even
if we never see that growth. (counselor)

By this reasoning, even the worst failure, the least responsive, the

most quickly unloaded patient may be thought of as a potential success.

The freedom of Staff to alter floors often rationalized unloading ob

jectives. When a staff member wanted to retain patients, he would call

them "friend" and "making good progress at coming on straight." When

confronted with their lack of progress, lack of reward-giving, or lack

of good fit, he would call them "the impossible breed--junkies". When

he wanted to unload them, they bacme "sewer rats". Flooring expecta

tions and investment very low, as a decompression device, was a means

of finding a success within a failure; it was also a means of avoiding

being on a success-failure continuum by disavowing involvement in pa

tient outcomes. By disavowing involvement in outcomes, the workers

increased their focus on rewards internal to the program and its dyadic

relationships.

DAT's growth and development treatment model was particularly well

suited to avoidance of failure. "Maybe I'm naive and lazy by using a

growth model rather than seeing how they are failing." (nurse) A

growth and development model does not contain components called "suc

cess" and "failure"; there is only "growth" and "no growth." No

growth, except over an extended period of time, does not indicate that

the workers are failing.
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6. Deprofessionalizing

Staff workers at DAT redefined their own roles and images often. They

variously defined themselves as professionals, helpers, therapists,

friends, "good guys", "bad guys", individuals, interchangeable parts

of a team, limited, impotent, and so on. Each of these images seemed

to serve its own transient personal objective.

One image that was particularly abrasive to workers being "professional."

When confronted with lack of success or the necessity of wielding auth

ority, the staff, singly and together, denied that they were professional.

This involved a distinct process: "deprofessionalizing"--a disavowal

of the bases of professional practice, professional standards, and

professional expectations. Deprofessionalizing here is defined as the

use of a certain popular, essentially political, ideological vocabulary

which justifies desired monauthoritarian practices.

A variety of professional treatment practices flow from the many schools

of thought in mental health. What was significant at DAT was not treat

ment practices themselves, but the extensive use of professional con

cepts to justify practices which workers wanted to use, but in which

they had no apparent expertise and no commitment, by their own admission.

When confronted with an ineffective technology in an unsupervised set

ting, deprofessionalizing appears to be an easier course than its oppo

site, professionalizing through the uniform application of concepts,

techniques, and programs. Deprofessionalizing requires less conceptu
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from the patients.

For example, one means of deprofessionalizing is erasing the distinc

tion between staff and patient, between helper and helpee, thus making

staff of patients and patients of staff:

I try to be natural, not play a role. I value being real, not
consistent. I aim to be humanistic, giving, a friend. I can't
stand the distinctions "patient" and "friend". I empathize more
with junkies than with health professionals. They're more sen
sitive people.

This mode of treatment became destructive, both personally and organi

zationally, when the DAT staff saw it as the only sound therapeutic

approach and not one technique among others. For example, one staff

member, with very little experience, was in a continuous state of un

certainty: "I am confused about my role. Am I supposed to treat

them as friend to friend or therapist to patient?" Other workers res

ponded: "Put yourself in the patient's position and see how you would

like to be treated".

One counselor noted:

With this population, I'm becoming more and more and more involved
as a friend than as a therapist. I'm examining my own needs and
what I'm getting out of it. I've swung from being professional to
being open about myself, sharing myself as a person, showing that
I'm a real caring person. But I become less objective and then
rejection scares me. I have worked out problems of my own with
patients and that makes me more vulnerable. I've told things to
clients about my personal life that wouldn't specifically be
therapeutic for them to know.
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One nurse cautioned:

There's nothing wrong with friendship, let's just not call it
therapy.

While deprofessionalizing reduced compression, the deprofessionalizing

therapist who became a friend to an addict-patient as his mode of

treatment was threatened subsequently by the addict's almost certain

failure as a friend, thus resulting in more compression.

Organizationally, deprofessionalizing severely restricted the possi

bility for staff to exercise needed authority or to establish uniform

practices. It is possible that lack of authority and uniform prac

tices may have been the single most important weakness in the organi

zation. There were, at DAT, a variety of other forms of deprofession

alizing. For example, there was putting staff needs ahead of patients'

needs:

Mary (counselor) does damage up there. I would fire her if she
became a real detriment. She has no impact on patients. But I
can't stand the idea of firing her. Where would she get another
job? I don't want to throw her out on the street. I don't want
to cause her any trauma. (director)

The staff often became a more important focus of therapy than patients

(and quite understandably since staff remain and patients come and go).

Many times, organizational needs were also put ahead of patients' needs.

For example, when the staff at one point wanted to fire an unwanted

staff member, it recruited patients into a conspiracy without regard
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for the eventual impact on patients' course of recovery. During this

one episode, the only floor for clients was how well they fit into

the conspiracy.

Another mode of deprofessionalizing was placing staff personal or

philosophical expectations ("trips") as the model for which the pa

tient should strive:

We thought of Lee's discharge as being progressing. We allowed
him to push himself and kept patting ourselves on the head for
our success. We laid such a "trip" on him when he left and was
the only one not kicked out to that point where, when he failed,
he was afraid to come back. (nurse)

Other "trips" included the social injustice trip ("you are a product

and victim of the social order"), the aesthetic trip ("you must re

lease all that is creative and communicative in you"), and other

esoteric expectations:

They come here not to stop using junk (heroin) but to communicate
more effectively. They participate in ideas which they didn't
have before except in germ form and developed here. Therefore,
he shouldn't need any post-discharge therapy now that he under
stands his own processes. (counselor)

Another deprofessionalizing tactic was to withdraw "energy" and time

from patients:

It bothers me when people lie to me. I tend to pull away because
I don't want to waste my energy. (counselor)
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Withdrawing time and energy from clients was accomplished by sitting

in the office talking to other staff, writing, talking on the tele

phone, and generally ignoring happenings on the ward. This exacerbated

the day-to-day condition of unsupervision with the program. Power and

authority were often disavowed to avoid being responsible for patients'

behavior or fates:

We don't even know where our power is. We don't like authority
and we can't by authority. Nobody is really comfortable telling
someone else they got to do this or they got to do that. Why,
each patient has more clout with each other than the director
does. Don't put me in the position of having to say "no" to a
patient. (counselor)

The establishment and maintenance of rules was made acceptable only

When the image of authority could be shifted away from staff and

toward higher or other authority. By placing staff and clients,

nominally, under the same regimen, staff evaded appearing to be the

authority:

We both learn to live with rules specific for the place. Both
we and they must adhere to the rules. (nurse)

The DAT staff also shifted their responsibility and authority onto

clients:

We must utilize patients to reinforce other patients and move
from staff authority to group authority to intrapersonal author
ity (counselor)
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The staff often asserted that it wished to establish the "authority

of the community"; that is, the DAT staff and patients together were

to run the program democratically, establish its rules, enforce those

rules, participate in admissions and discharge, and so on. This ther

apeutic ideal failed absolutely for the authority of staff was wielded

concurrent with its disavowal. By insisting that patients provide

therapy to each other, staff expanded the therapy team, spreading res

ponsibility for any failure among more persons. Failure became the

fault of patients, not merely the failing patient or his advocate.

A significant method of deprofessionalizing was disavowal of responsi–

bility for bad patient fates. Staff insisted that its responsibility

ended at, or even before, discharge:

We have discharged people whom we have gone as far as we can with
and they are clean. What happens after that is not what we did.
(counselor)

The staff did not disavow patient fates entirely, but only bad patient

fates:

I don't get myself into situations in which if they fail, I say
I failed. Or we've failed. He failed. (counselor)

Not taking responsibility for failures did not invalidate workers'

claims of responsibility for success. Staff workers eagerly accepted

responsibility for success. This technique might have served to decom

press staff by providing only positive feedback from their work,
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except that successes could turn into ultimate failures at any point.

A phone call from a probation officer would result in disappointment

for workers, reinforcing their impermanent disavowal of all patient

fates.

7. Pseudo-professionalizing

A number of deprofessionalizing strategies have been identified which

served to temporarily relieve the responsibility and authority of DAT

staff. Other strategies served the same purposes via another ration

alizing vocabulary, that of professionalization. Claiming to be in a

process of professionalization enabled workers to hide behind role,

position, distance, and technique, although again with the same lack

of essential expertise or commitment.

When patients, as friends, engaged in unacceptable behavior, the lack

of professional distance made the staff vulnerable to feelings of

loss, failure, and even betrayal. At this point, the staff alternated

to the opposite tack of "pseudo-professionalizing", re-establishing

the distance to the patients and their fate. The oscillation of de

professionalizing and pseudo-professionalizing processes characterized

staff attempts to cope with compression. (It is not intended here to

assert that professionalization of nonprofessional service workers is

a superficial aspect of service organizations; rather, rationalizing

desired practices by using professional rhetoric but without profes

sional training, skills, standards, or ethics is not professionalism
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in the usual sense of the word.)

Pseudo-professionalizing protected staff self-images when they made

and announced stern policies. For example, announcing that the pro

gram was to "run like a hospital again" masked the staff wielding

their power over locks on doors, regular rounds, patients signing in

and out, observation of all activities on the Ward, written memos on

delinquencies, and so on. These actions were not generated by new

standards of professional practice, but by very occasional staff per

ceptions of being under external surveillance by powerful official

forces, following events such as fires in the facility and distur

bances involving the police.

Professional rhetoric justified the acceptance and use of the authority

available to the staff: "I'm uncomfortable being a parent. But we

are authority figures." (counselor) When the staff could not avoid

the image of authoritarian arbitrariness by passing the responsibility

elsewhere, they shifted the responsibility onto a "consensus, separate

from ourselves as individuals" to avoid the solitariness in announcing

or enforcing stern policies. Pseudo-professionalizing provided a means

for putting barriers between the therapist and the failing patients:

A clinician is someone who can divorce himself from the situation
emotionally and act on their (sic) ability to evoke a response
conducive to bringing the situation to some resolution. My
feelings about professionalization have changed and have paralleled
my frustration that I have in relating to people. (counselor)
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A typical course of treatment at DAT, then, had a history of workers

first investing personally in a patient, then becoming upset at per

sonal or organizational flooring violations, then becoming distant,

detached, impersonal, and more ready to accept a "clinical failure"

which may be less painful than a "personal failure".

I didn't become professional until I knew people for while. I
think it's brought about by a condition of familiarity, by see
ing how a person's defenses come into play, how those defenses
obscrue possibilities for communication, game playing, and how
they con. And I got tired of being conned. I'm pretty immune
to them now. I'm no longer threatened. (counselor)

Pseudo-professionalizing was an effective means for feigning the

supervision which is expectable in service programs and in reducing

the variety of forms of compression resulting from deprofessionalizing

practices. But pseudo-professionalizing resulted in costs to personal

reward systems:

You do put yourself on the line, both ways. You have to consider
problems like alienating a person. The client becomes aliented
to me personally, I think, if I make him uncomfortable profes
sionally. If someone turned against me because they treated my
professional side as an integral part of me, I would feel hurt,
I would feel a loss. I think professionalization could cut me
off from the real satisfaction I get from working with people.
(counselor)

Pseudo-professionalization practices denied to the staff the rewards

flowing from interactions with patients, thus eventually adding to

compression. These practices failed to become major institutional

strategies; they remained occasional tactics only.

.
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8. Organizational Consequences of Decompression Tactics

The DAT was the product of a series of social factors leading to a

condition of unsupervision. These social factors also provided an

experimental treatment ideology which allowed an unusual arrangement

of nonprofessional workers and treatment practices independent of

traditional professional and organizational constraints. The speci

fied social factors and the original organizational structure were

processed over time by the workers; their efforts over time to come

to terms with their task, technology, and internal and external en

Vironments produced an organization which was, in many respects, the

mirror-opposite of what it appeared to be.

The DAT, in all its volatility, appeared relatively stable in its

history, character and practices throughout its existence. It ap

peared supervised, through its director, consultant, and nursing staff

when it was almost entirely unsupervised. It appeared to be a safe

refuge from the drug culture when, in fact, it was immersed in it.

It appeared to have a technology whereas it had only an ideology.

All of its practices and processes denied it vital feedback on what

it was doing. There evolved no internal, self-regulating mechanism

by which new information or perspectives on what it was doing could

be introduced and so result in change.

The decompression processes described succeeded in temporarily re

lieving the compression felt by workers. These processes failed in

s
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the long run because they were ad hoc, unpremeditated responses to

difficult situations. They seldom left the workers with anything but

a transitory feeling of relief which was shattered by the onset of a

new difficult situation. From a developmental point of view, however,

by the last days of the program many of the workers had become accus

tomed to this form of meeting organizational problems. Since the

problems always seemed to pass, workers did not question the direction

and manner by which the program had evolved. However, when the pro

gram was most free from supervision, it appeared most subject to com—

pression. Supervision, in the form of persons or the explicit proce

dures of new operations which might have relieved some compression

neither emerged nor was it created from the outside. It is unlikely

that the introduction of new forms of supervision would have resulted

in the retention of workers, since their last sources for reward would

have been diminished thus increasing the compression. It is paradoxi

cal that more supervision might have led to less compression and more,

though different, rewards.

This program was characterized by early uncertainty coupled with great

enthusiasm. Even prior to its opening, the program had passed, in its

design, a crossroads on which one branch led to more formal structure

and practices and on the other to the growth of a powerful worker

culture.

These two branches are not seen to be mutually exclusive. In the

development of an organization, both aspects may be major segments.

º
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The character and style of the organization and an explication of its

practices will reflect, upon close examination, which aspect is in

relative ascendancy. In the DAT, the consolidation of admissions and

discharge prodecures, the flooring of patients, the shedding of out

siders, the avoidance of feedback, and so on, with the conditions

which led to the original unsupervision, cemented an unsupervised

self-servicing culture into the very fiber of the evolving organiza

tion and its staff and patient populations. It also cemented the

loyalty of the staff to the program while simultaneously dimming self

criticism. The fitting of staff needs and behaviors to each other

created organizational stability from within, generating an occasional

deceptive sense of well-being. From the point of view of the workers,

their efforts on behalf of the patients, the program, and themselves

were becoming more successful. They viewed the disastrous events

which led to the program closure as incidental to the processes that

were occurring within the program. They had no sense of the relation

ship between program practices and the disastrous events themselves.

Organizationally, the program achieved apparent stability within but

at the cost of leaving itself open to disaster from without, by ac

tions of agencies with a jaundiced view of internal happenings that

appeared to staff members to be beyond their control. That this

course of development is closely related to and constrained by both

environmental and structural features of the organization is revealed

in the section which follows.

º
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B. Developmental Processes in the Community Care Center

1. Compression

There are many fluctuating sources of compression which act upon the

individual units of the CCC. The low staff-patient ratios, the high

degree of patient disability, the lack of an effective technology to

create dramatic successes, and so on, all tend to make the staff feel

uneasy about their work. For example, the result of the low staff

patient ratio is the brevity of time that can be spent with a patient.

The resultant inability to perceive or direct change leads to compres–

sion of staff because it denies to them significant exchanges with pa

tients and access to signs of success. One source of compression came

from an external source. Due to complex fiscal arrangements, a direc

tive was issued which disallowed referrals from the CCC, among other

facilities, to the state mental hospital. The closures of avenues to

unload overly disturbed patients increased the pressure on the patient,

his fellow patients, and the staff workers. The wards of the various

facilities became more distressed by compression problems until suffi

cient administrative influence was exercised to force revocation of

the directive. Then, large numbers of patients were sent to the state

hospital and wards would adjust themselves to a more normal situation.

In the course of the development of the CCC, a maximum number of pa

tients was often reached, beyond which treatment for all the patients

was seen as not possible. The determination or definition of "maximum"
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patient load had only a limited relationship to the number of patients

per se. Other properties were of relatively equal import; for exam

ple, degrees and types of disability or disturbance. The definition

reflected equal the capacity of staff—-its number, configuration of

skills, morale--to deal with any given patient cohort. When the maxi

mum was exceeded, a retrenchment would begin, comprised of a variety

of actions to reduce the excess load. As the staff increases in num

ber or skill level, or the patient population changes in some way,

or new modes of treatment are introduced, the definition of the maxi

mum will change. But when it is reached, it is as rigid a limit as

the number of beds.

Thus, it is possible at CCC to decompress staff by refusing to admit

more patients and by Screening more carefully. However, the Super

visors have few tools to directly decompress the staff. They could

give no real rewards: grant raises, give promotions, and so on.

When they allowed staff to utilize accrued overtime as they desired,

the result was great scheduling problems, increasing the compression

of other staff. When the supervisors approached the corporation

board to develop a four-day forty-hour week to help their staffs, it

was denied. Supervisors hoped to decompress staff workers by hiring

more professional staff to bolster the nonprofessionals:

It's great to talk about choosing a neurotic Staff which can
give-give-give, but when the patient is unmanageable, there is
no one tough enough to handle the crunch. They're very good at
what they are--supervised nonprofessionals--when they are not
too out of hand. (nurse)
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However, hiring of additional professional staff could be warranted

only by the admission of significant numbers of new patients which,

in itself, would add to compression.

The nurses attempted to rationalize away some of the anxiety that

staff workers felt over not properly caring for their patients by em

phasizing negative structural conditions such as too large caseloads,

too much space, and so on:

Most residential patients have been hospitalized so long that
they can tolerate extreme behavior in their peers without any
detriment.

You can't hurt these people too much if you make a mistake. This
notion shocks this staff, but they've got to learn somehow.

These people have been fucked over for years by state hospital
staff, we can't do anything worse to them.

These rationalizations served to decompress staff but at the same

time limit the potential reward from their work.

2. Goal Redefining

The structural effect of middlemanagement's ideological cohesion and

the somewhat different goals of the three CCC units was to limit how

much covert goal change could occur. The Program Director and the

unit supervisors, through standard operations such as continuing case

consultations with individual workers and in-service training semi

nars, succeeded in both monitoring and publicizing goal-related issues
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and concerns of workers. Since workers seldom had the opportunity

to hide their relationships with patients or their attitude toward

treatment modes, goal-abandonment did not become a major theme in the

development of the CCC. However, as noted earlier, the debate over

goals and technologies was rampant. However, this debate was couched

in terms of how much more could be expected of the patients or done

for them, rather than how much less. Staff dissatisfactions with the

treatment product were based on differential perceptions of what po

tential the patients had for independence. When some staff members

recognized that "care, not cure" was the measure both of treatment

mode and programmatic goal, they resigned, but only after having ex

hausted their legitimate (in most cases) avenues to goal change.

3. Self-Servicing

Self-servicing was seldom an important occurrence in the CCC. Part of

the explanation for this was that the patients were so obviously and

unhappily disabled that staff members clearly perceived themselves as

more privileged. There was no "aura" about the patients as there had

been about the drug addicts of the DAT. Another intervention into

self-servicing occurred in the initial selection of staff and early

termination of self-servicing staff. Because the CCC contained several

levels, formal and informal, of monitoring of worker practices, the

development of powerful and hidden subculture practices was severely

limited. Not being bound by civil service employment procedures, the

middlemanagement was able to shed workers who tended to use patients

for their own purposes.
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4. Screening and Unloading

Screening of potential patients and discharge of admitted patients

was an authority not delegated to workers by the middlemanagement.

As mentioned above, changes in screening standards were often attemp

ted by middlemanagement when it was felt that the degree of total pa

tient disability in the unit or units exceeded the capacity of the

unit staffs or the facility as a whole. This screening was accom—

plished by a relatively uniform application of specific criteria to

potential patients based on an analysis of the treatment mode and per

sonnel capabilities of each unit at a particular point in time.

Similarly, discharge of patients was also carefully accomplished,

either by referral to another unit or to agencies outside. The man

agement of violence or severe forms of disability commonly meant that

the patient was to be removed by police or ambulance to much more con

fining institutions. It required some time for workers to understand

that such removal was not punishment of the patient, but a recognition

of the severity of the patient's problem and the CCC's inability to

deal with it effectively, thus making such removal an appropriate step

toward better treatment. There is no doubt, however, that discharge

of patients to more institutionalized care was most often seen as

failure while discharge or referral to less institutionalized care was

Seen a S SUCCeSS.
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5. Flooring

Flooring in the CCC was a much more formal and public procedure than

at the DAT. While each patient was a part of some worker's individual

caseload, strong and exclusive dyadic relations were seldom formed.

Instead, establishment of expectations for each patient tended to be

a group product, over which the unit supervisors exercised consider

able control and direction. When dyadic relationships which were

deemed inappropriate were seen to have formed, they were dealt with

quite rapidly.

The ground rules for behavior were fairly uniform for the entire fa

cility. To an outsider, the behavior that was tolerated in the CCC

might seem extreme, even dangerous. However, it was far less extreme

than that which appeared in many of the state hospitals and consider

ably less dangerous, in terms of injury, than that which occurred in

the surrounding environment. The measure of acceptable behavior was

less what the workers would tolerate than what the other patients

were perceived to be able to tolerate or, acting as a community, told

the staff they would tolerate. In summary, flooring was a measurement

of the changing abilities of workers and the facility as such to

manage extreme behavior rather than, as at the DAT, a matter of per

sonal predilections.
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6. Deprofessionalizing

Deprofessionalizing was not a factor at the CCC. Almost all of the

workers' reactions to failure tended to favor increased professional

ization, more technology, and so on. What deprofessionalization did

often appear, for very short periods of time, was the emotional ex

pression of personal feelings of loss and despair by individual

workers when their favorite patients, particularly the "beloved grand

parent" figures, had to be sent to more institutional care.

7. Pseudo-professionalizing

Since most of the CCC workers were nonprofessionals, their attempts

to implement the treatment mode outlined by middlemanagement were

based more upon imitation than on conceptual insight. However, they

all strove, from the outset of the program, to become more "profes

sional." As a consequence, they were stymied by the lack of success

in curing people with the technology with which they were provided.

They did not agree that "caring" was a legitimate professional objec

tive in human service programs. However, their frustration did not

commonly result in increasing distance from the patients based on

"professional" rationales or vocabularies. In their attempts to find

a more successful technology, much professional education resulted.
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8. New Technology

The decompression tactics which had proved marginally successful at

DAT were not as prevalent at the CCC, due, in part, to the interven

tion of middlemanagement. As a result, staff compression did not re

solve itself. As the CCC matured, it became less and less possible

to screen the new patients with the exactitude and care of the initial

days. The CCC lost many of its high expectations for patient popula

tions. The staff became confronted with the more disabled patients,

With those defined as having less potential for "higher functioning",

and with a much older population. The staff became equally dissatis

fied with the tasks of a board-and-care home and with failures of an

aggressive "cure" program. The overall lack of training in either

mode led to an inability to perform the specific tasks required,

leading to great dissent over both goals and operations.

Some workers contemplated leaving the CCC, to go back to school or to

other employment. Others engaged in outside activities or developed

little programs-Within-the-program to keep occupied. Still others

searched for a consensus on goals and methods. The conflicts between

Staff Workers from the same units and With those of other units in

creased. Dissatisfactions and jealousies were rampant over issues of

pay, vacation, promotion, size of caseload, unionization, and treat

ment methods. The three units, dealing with somewhat different clien

tele, under different structural circumstances, with different tasks

and technologies, differed over the matter of "goals". The program

!
º
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director strove to keep the units together, including hiring this

researcher to develop an evaluation instrument which would graphically

display the forward movement of slowly-moving patients and provide

Some basis for inter-unit agreement. Meanwhile, the workers turned

inward into their own unit teams, cutting communication with the

Other units.

The unit supervisors recognized that the program was entering its

first major crisis. Rewards and enthusiasms had dried up and the

work was becoming routine. The program director concluded that:

This is no longer a community care center, but three programs all
fighting each other, staff to staff, persons to persons, super
visors to supervisors, over minor and symbolic matters such as
office space and supplies, leading to extensive bickering over
referring clients to each other. This is getting to be the end
of the first year, everyone is needing but not getting rewards.
This is why raises and supplies are so significant. Raises will
not be forthcoming, because of the freeze on the budget. People
are getting tired and angry.

The supervisors responded by suggesting new treatment formats. For

example, they initiated classes for patients on a number of useful

and/or interesting subjects, leading to more activity and vocational

rehabilitation. The reaction by staff workers was positive. They

began to view the patients as the "educable retarded" rather than as

mentally and emotionally disturbed. The new classes resembled an

adult school with the patients as students.

The hub of the patients' world at the CCC was the kitchen where
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residential patients ate all their meals and day care patients could

have a free lunch for attending classes. The program director re

quested funds to establish a "token economy," a system of paying pa

tients nominal amounts to perform basic tasks in the kitchen. This

would result, he thought, in positive therapeutic and organizational

outcomes; it would provide more money to patients, increase their ac

tivity level and personal responsibility, improve their behavior,

make the Staff feel better about their Work, and reduce some of the

organizational tasks of the staff. The staff responded eagerly to

the token economy and began to draw up elaborate plans for how it

would work. Conflicts broke out over discrimination on job descrip

tions for certain patients, over differential pay rates, over sched

ules, and so on. The supervisors often introduced the problem "What

is the impact of this on the treatment of the patient?" but were

largely ignored in the general enthusiasm.

At this juncture, the single most important event in the development

of the CCC occurred. In their search for a treatment mode to bolster

staff morale and restore a sense of progress, some staff members

visited a prominent behavior modification center and returned con

Vinced that they could engage in behavior modification, even without

the rewards, personnel, supports, controls, and clientele so carefully

organized by the behavior modification center. Behavior modification,

oversimply put, looks at the undesirable behaviors of patients, the

steps which lead to such behavior, and what rewards or punishments

might be most effective in "extinguishing" such behavior. It does
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not deal at length with underlying causes but with precipitating

events which trigger the behavior. It then erects a series of very

Small Steps through which the patient is taught, through reward and/or

punishment, not to respond to the triggers, thus avoiding the unde

Sired behaviors.

Staff saw that the token economy program could be tied into a behavior

modification program which would streamline and organize their work,

generate a sense of progress and success, give them a measure of con

trol over direction of changes, and so on. The staff workers were

convinced that they were behaviorists at heart, that what they really

wanted from clients was behavioral change. Thus, they thought,

starting a behavior modification program, using the token economy in

the kitchen and elsewhere, was merely formalizing what they were

doing anyway in a fragmented unorganized fashion. Behavior modifica

tion would pull the programs together, both in terms of method and in

consensus on each client. There would always be conflicts over how

the system was to work, but that it would work was a certainty. This

was an expectable technological development in the maturation of the

program.

Since the preponderance of the casualties mandated to the community
mental health center are psychoses, practical experience always
pushes people in behavioristic modes. None of the analytic train
ing has been particularly useful with psychotic people. (program
director)

The program director was against enlisting a technological "guru" to
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initiate the behavior modification technology because of the potential

over-reliance on one man or on one treatment mode inappropriate to

large segments of the patient population. On the other hand, he

recognized the need to funnel energies in a controlled and uniform

manner, in the form of technology rather than through personal

charisma:

It's damn tough to graft structure onto a program. It's supposed
to grow, like a backbone. This kind of person is needed. I hope
Dr. X (psychologist) is it. I don't think there will be a lot of
resistance because everybody's been talking about token economy
and behavior modification. They're ready. So far, I don't see
the changes coming down from above to the counselor level. Maybe
that's why the word "guru" has been used, rather than "dictator."
A sense of leadership and direction, that "we are going to do
something together" is quite a different bag from someone saying,

º going to do this whether you like it or not." (superVI SOr

It was not the intention to load the behavior modification specialist,

a psychologist, with the entire responsibility for the morale of

staff. However, the program director acknowledged the utility of

having a "guru" for organizational purposes with good clinical results

as a byproduct of organizational improvement:

With the visit to the behavior modification center, I can see
that token economy and behavior mod is not the cause of people
getting better, but the Staff getting together and really pouring
it on, that was the factor that made the breakthrough.

With staff unification as a major goal, the change of technology was

seen as a basic requirement. The psychologist realized that, in order

to succeed with staff, he would have to set very low goals for
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patients at the outset to ensure some immediate successes. Setting

low goals was an essential aspect of the technology in any case.

The staff quickly learned the outline of behavior modification prin

ciples and processes and compared them with their more "humanistic"

approaches. Some of them lost their interest very early on due to

the smallness of goals and intermediate steps. Others were excited

by the new methods and demanded directions on the immediate extin

guishing of their patients' troublesome behavior; they demanded of

the psychologist that he hurry up. Others, more cautious about

switching technologies on vulnerable clients, opted to support a slow

Smooth and limited transition.

To these attitudes, the psychologist responded by showing how much

staff work was really required to perform behavior modification.

Resistance to him mounted and cooperation and confidence decreased.

As the resistance to him stiffened, he became tentative; staff began

to ridicule and criticize him. The unit supervisors and the program

director separated themselves from him as the staff attack got heavier.

Staff became impatient with the new technology, particularly with the

conceptual framework without which the technology is not only useless,

but counterproductive. Rushing into the technology, lacking control

over conceptualization, practice, and followthrough and then finding

little immediate success, the new technology degenerated in the workers'

minds into control and demand, patient labor exploitation, and organi
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zational rationalization rather than treatment. The "method" became

seen as a direct attack on staff's self-images of flexible humanism

and they rejected it. Thus, resistance to the new technology grew,

based on a wide number of legitimate and illegitimate clinical and

organizational grounds. The staffs joined together in increasing

opposition to the new technology.

The staff became unified in their rejection of the psychologist and

he acquired what I call "negative charisma"; unwittingly, he pulled

the patients involved in the token economy together as well against

him. They stood up together and told him to go away, a remarkable

advance for them. Thus, staff and patients began to pull together

against him in a unified manner. If he had been a real leader, he

could not have done a better job of pulling the program through its

crisis.

9. Rotation

The staff, having toppled the psychologist, seemed to have overcome

their sense of compression. They began to feel better about their

work and its results. They had learned, through behavior modifica

tion, to look for smaller indicators which might mean change in the

patients' conditions. In addition, the compression in the residential

unit was relieved somewhat by a system set up by a staff worker. She

arranged for residential patients and day patients who appeared some

what better "put together" to rent, in groups of four, an apartment;
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they would furnish it together, share in its operation, and support

each other in living on the outside. The Explorer 4 groups, as they

were dubbed, were set up with great fanfare and support from staff,

with open house parties and gifts of little furnishings.

This system relieved the residential staff of the prospect of a ter

minal, permanent population of only board-and-care patients. Rather

than referring the Explorer 4 groups to outreach, the staff of the

residential unit retained contact and responsibility. In effect, the

residential unit had moved into the community, thus blurring the line

between the inside and the outside. This change reduced staff com—

pression greatly.

Not long after, the program director instituted a staff rotation pro

gram so that workers would have a taste of all three units; rotation

resulted in 1) reducing the lack of sympathy between units, 2) giving

staff some fresh experiences, 3) creating less unit loyalty, 4) break

ing down the intra-unit walls of secrecy which led to unsupervision,

and 5) leading to the sharing of insights, information, and goals.

Rotation includes not only movement of staff through other units but

also toward other interests. For example, one nurse became bored and

frustrated at her job. She was at a skill level where, in terms of

her profession, she could rotate to another locale easily. On the

other hand, she felt:

I would feel bad leaving the program. I would miss lots of the
clients, I would want to know how they're getting on, and if
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someone's taking care of them. Contrary to opinion, the clients
are the really important people there. I feel that a few of us
here are holding back the deluge. I'd have a hard time dumping
on them. What I would like to do is start my own program in
services to the chronically ill.

In order to head off desires to leave, the program director encouraged

his staff to seek other interests without abandoning the CCC. They

could take some time and pursue near, but outside, interests to keep

themselves fresh and less compressed. The nurse above began to work

with the chronically physically ill on a volunteer basis one after

noon a week. One of her workers began to work with some children at

a nearby YMCA, while another began to do some family therapy. Two

other workers engaged in activities outside the building with patients,

in commercial, artistic, musical, and social enterprises. Workers

were encouraged to leave the CCC, return to school to learn new

Skills, and then return:

One counselor asked me, "Why can't I get raises indefinitely into
the future and remain working here?" I told her, "you have to go
back to school, you can't stay here forever!" (program director)

When workers left, the unit supervisors had the opportunity to replace

them with more professional persons; they asked for additional funds

to replace counselor positions with psychiatric technician positions.

The money was usually found. In terms of replacement changes, men

tended to replace women, mature people replaced younger persons,

educated persons replaced less educated persons, and activity-oriented

persons replaced therapy-oriented persons. This was the result of
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very careful screening and supervisors' willingness to admit that no

counselor, for a time, was better than a bad counselor.

The compression in the day care and residence units was relieved by

these new and more positive personnel. The activities that were

generated by the staff lightened the ennui which had been present.

The ideological cohesion was expanded through these new managers and

the dominance of expertise was increased. As a result, the staff at

the end of the second year was far superior, more capable and pro

fessional, in almost all areas, than the original staff. They were

much more able to deal directly with the sources of compression and

control or attack them successfully.

10. Organizational Consequences

The DAT and the CCC were both confronted with difficult tasks and

ineffective technologies. Neither a high nor a low staff/patient

ratio appeared predictive of treatment success; in addition, the

quality of the physical facility did not appear critical to success

or failure.

Both programs relied heavily on the skills and energies of a largely

non-professional treatment staff. The size of CCC resulted in the

presence of four professional clinical supervisors, whereas DAT had

two professional clinicians. However, the span of direct control

over nonprofessionals by professionals was equally limited.
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There was little in the historical factors leading to the inception

of either program which would have accounted for the resulting dif

ferences in their organizational development. Structural organiza

tional properties appeared more similar than different, with the ex

ception of the power of the director.

The factors leading to the greater power of the CCC director appear

idiosyncratic. Prior to the opening of the CCC, its director was

given responsibility for its design and direction. However, in the

DAT, the director was appointed from within the worker group only

after the program opened.

The CCC director used his time and influence to select professional

clinical supervisors who shared similar treatment and organizational

philosophy. The DAT director tended to separate the efforts of his

two professional clinicians and avoid supervision of workers. This

difference was processed over time by the interactions of staff and

resulted in very different organizational characters. The DAT incor

porated the social factors leading to unsupervision into the core of

the program, resulting in the worker culture's decompression strate

gies of self-servicing, deprofessionalizing, pseudo-professionalizing,

and so on. These strategies were cemented into the program as the

worker culture dominated program character.

The cohesion of the CCC clinical supervisors resulted in an effective

form of middlemanagement, professional, hierarchical, unified, experi
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enced, and determined. Over time, the hiring of paraprofessionals

increased the size and effectiveness of this supervisory class. Over

time, middlemanagement developed its plans and defined its goals and

policies. The CCC confronted significant compression, based on con

flict over task, on a low staff-patient ratio, on lack of rewards and

success, on a highly disabled patient population, on uncertain tech

nologies, and on lack of outlets for ambitions and frustrations. How

ever, the supervision of practices by middlemanagers generally inter

vened into workers' tendencies to pursue the decompression strategies

employed at DAT. As the CCC developed, these interventions and re

sulting interactions led the organization into significantly different

characteristics from the DAT. The CCC was decompressed by other

planned and unplanned mechanisms, including rotation, new technology,

loss of less professional staff, ultimate task/technology congruence,

limitation of the size and characteristics of the patient population,

and education into seeing smaller signs of progress.



CHAPTER FIVE. SOME THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

The examination of two new human service programs as they developed

over time revealed the role that both social-historical factors and

organizational structural arrangements played in influencing organiza

tional character. In these new organizations, the impact of certain

cultural, social, political, and interorganizational factors was

readily apparent; a retrospective study of the origins of older organ

izations would have required perhaps a greater number of assumed rela

tionships.

A constellation of social-historical factors profoundly affected these

two programs. In brief, these factors are linked to organizational

features in the following ways:

- Multiple goals for social programs led to goal diffusion and

goal redefining.

- Community control led to a decline in medical authority and

the rise of egalitarianism.

- The "helper principle" led to a focus on meeting workers' needs

and self-servicing.

- The new helping class (nonprofessional, anti-traditional, anti

authoritarian, cure-oriented) led to egalitarianism and a num

ber of decompression modes.

- The speed and fiscal purposes of CMH implementation led to

lack of aftercare systems and non-provision of extrinsic re

wards for workers, which in turn led to compression situations.
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- Batch goals without an effective batch technology led to com

pression situations.

- Behaviorism and situational treatment modes led to the decline

of the medical hierarchy, the rise of group authority, and

consequent unsupervision, deprofessionalization, and pseudo

professionalization.

However, it cannot be assumed that these organizational features are

solely the direct result of social-historical factors. Were this the

case, then the two programs of this study should have been identical.

Similarly, the organizational features of similar organizations in

previous times should have been considerably different from these two

programs. A review of the works of Scheff (1970), Stotland and Kobler

(1965), Dunham and Weinberg (1960), Schatzman and Strauss (1966),

Perrow (1965), Greenblatt (1957), and a host of other investigators of

older mental health treatment organizations have revealed organizational

features identical with those manifested by the programs of this study.

These great similarities among human service organizations and their

histories are based, perhaps, on their organizational form, their com

mon task, and their common technologies rather than common historical

factors.

Thus, the traditional disjuncture between goal and technology would

lead to worker frustration. The role of primary caregivers, their low

rate of extrinsic reward, their lack of ubiquitous supervision and
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training, and so on, would all lead to both legitimate and illegiti

mate self-servicing. However, in the past, there were few examples

of such self-servicing being combined with organizational features

such as egalitarianism, group goal-setting, client advocacy, and non

professional screening and discharge standards and procedures. There

were even fewer examples of such combinations becoming cemented into

permanent organizational character.

Thus, holding social-historical factors or organizational factors con

stant does not explain the great similarities or dissimilarities among

the characters of new human service programs. It is clear that social

historical factors interact with organizational factors in the crea

tion of novel sets of conditions. For example, in the programs of

this study, changing social forces loosened an otherwise tight control

of traditional expertise and authority, thus enabling a more pronounced

negotiative organizational structure.

It is equally clear that there is a mediating process at the core of

the interaction between social and organizational factors. Were there

no such mediating process, the interaction would occur with simple,

immediate, and essentially permanent outcomes.

However, as we have seen, the interaction and its outcomes were complex

in nature, sequential in development, and highly mutable over time. It

can be concluded that the mediating process consists of the perceptions,

intentions, and interactions built up over time of the workers them
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Selves. This process is, no doubt, generated in reaction to social

and organizational constraints; however, its direction and form is the

product of workers' interactions and redefinitions of the situation.

When significant organizational change is seen as internally generated,

the question is raised as to whether this process can be considered

determined or random. The examination of the two programs of this

study suggests that this process is neither determined nor random, but

developmental in nature. By "developmental" is meant a process that

is built up over time, in response to specific constraints, in logical

pursuit of specific worker expectations.

The development of a image-sustaining, goal-generating worker culture

is a useful example. Given an unworkable set of goals and technology,

workers turn away from "objective" criteria derived from specified

goals and technologies and towards goals which, as Stotland and Kobler

(1965:227–228) describe them:

... are in large part social, deriving from other people and groups.
They should not be vulnerable to discouragement, shock, or disil
lusionment from day to day difficulties of dealing with patients.
The ideology can be supported without too much concern for the
facts of difficulties if the sources of the ideology are not
directly affected by difficulties.

Scott (1966:37) argues that "goals emerge from a continual bargaining

process among shifting coalitions of the most powerful participants."

If the most powerful participants are discovered by their goal-setting

ability, then worker cultures are, in many service settings, the most

powerful participants. In examining an organization's output, then,
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Silverman (1971:214) points out that:

... just as justifiable as suggestions that decisions, products,
or Services are the primary output of organizations, it might be
argued that the primary output of organizations is the generation,
confirmation or repudiation of images of the self.

Goffman (1961:384–386) argues that

... when we enquire into the particularities of the way these es
tablishments are staffed and run, and the beliefs that circulate
in them, we find that, whatever else these institutions do, one
of their central effects is to sustain the self-conception of the
professional staff employed there. Inmates and lower staff
levels are involved in a vast supportive action--an elaborate
dramatized tribute--that has the effect, if not the purpose, of
affirming that a medical-like service is in progress here and
that the psychiatric staff is providing it.

Everything that goes on in the hospital must be legitimated by
assimilating it or translating it to fit into a medical-service
frame of reference. Daily staff actions must be defined and
presented as expressions of observation, diagnosis, and treat
ment. To this effect this translation, reality must be consider
ably twisted...

Thus, the processes of the worker culture may constitute an expectable

outgrowth of social-historical and organizational constraints mediated

by worker interactions and representations to the self and others over

time. The practices used are not unique attributes of human service

organizations.

The self-servicing by mental health workers may be seen as very simi

lar to the industrial theft described by Dalton (1970). Dalton defines

theft as the illegitimate use of materials and services for personal ends.
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However, theft may serve good organizational purposes such as keeping

and rewarding workers and preserving the group. It is abusive, ac

Cording to Dalton, when such reward becomes habitual and unrelated to

contribution (1970:315–316):

Abuse is indefensible, but for the sake of a sharper focus on the
issue, let us say that as varieties of supplementation and limited
abuse Sap one brand of company resources, they protect other as
sets. For example, do they not in many cases also reduce disrup
tive conflict, break the monotony of routine, allow more personal
expression, ease the craving for spontaneity, and to some extent,
catch up all levels of personnel in a system of mutual claims so
that aid can be requested and hardly denied?

There must be some caution in dealing with the amount of rationality

and consciousness attributable to workers in this process. As Silver

man (1971:186-187) notes:

The attachment or involvement of an actor indicates the nature of
his perception and acceptance of the predominant set of social
expectations within an organization. When this subjective defini
tion of the situation is expressed in action, one may speak of
tactics and strategy. An actor may be said to use a strategy
When he regularly acts...this does not imply that actors are
wholly rational in the sense of continuously weighing the rela
tive effectiveness of different means and the attainability of
various ends. Tactics and strategies which are once perceived
to be successful may continue to be used even when they no longer
deliver the goods or are even harmful to the desired ends of
action.

In attributing purpose to actors' actions,

...what is reason for one man is rationalization for another.
The variable is the accepted vocabulary of motives, the ultimates
of discourse, of each man's dominant group about whose opinion he
cares. Determination of such groups, their location and character,
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would enable delimitation and methodological control of assign
ment of motives for specific acts. ... Motives are of no value
apart from the delimited societal situations for which they are
the appropriate vocabularies. They must be situated. (Mills
1970:477-480)

Similarly, caution must be used in attaching great weight to the rhe

toric used by actors. Strauss, et al. (1964:384), argue that vocabu

laries are developed for explaining difficulties and conducting battles,

but the vocabularies may be only tangentially related to "real" issues,

the latter, themselves, shaped by vocabularies.

There is a mass of theoretical "baggage" accompanying the use of the

concept "development." It includes notions of stages, timing, growth,

learning, and so on, all of which must be addressed if one imitates

the physical Science model of development. If we prematurely posit

that organizations develop as plants and animals do, we cannot avoid

the full range of philosophical issues, most of them deterministic

in nature such as "Can an organization return to a prior stage of de

velopment?" Similarly, we may then have to embark on elaborate new

schemes of classification of organizations. This does not seem to be

a fruitful course of action nor one suited to needs of modern society.

Similarly, the deterministic features of "development" do not mingle

well with the uncertainty of human action inherent in interactionist

theory.

It seems more sociologically reasonable to treat concepts such as

"development" primarily as metaphors, as ways of organizing social
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data which are inseparably tied to or are themselves relationships es

tablished among diverse individuals at different points in time. These

metaphors help in the presentation of explanations of social behavior

which seem to approximate experience better than some other explana

tions.

It is suggested, however, that the Action approach is of more value in

organizational analysis than merely a perspective which sensitizes

the theorist to human interactions and processes. With a few signifi

cant exceptions, studies of organizations have focused on organiza

tional aspects other than interaction and process as their avenue to

investigation.

Consequently, much writing on interaction and process appears in

studies of organizational bureaucracy and goals. In the pursuit of

these foci, investigators have uncovered the organizational "underlife"

which makes organizational management and rationalization so proble

matic. Fine examples of interaction and process are provided by or

ganizational theorists such as Mechanic (1962), Thompson and McEwen

(1958), Gusfield (1955; 1957), Messinger (1955), Merton (1949), Davis

(1952), Street (1970), Sykes and Messinger (1960), and Selznick (1943).

Selznick (1943), for example, based on his analysis of studies by

Roethlisberger and Dickson, C. I. Barnard, and Waller and Henderson,

posits three related hypotheses:

A. Every organization creates an informal structure.
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B. In every organization, the goals of the organization are

modified (abandoned, deflected, or elaborated) by processes

Within it.

C. The process of modification is effected through the informal

Structure.

Thus, for Selznick, Mechanic, Messinger, and others, the informal struc

ture becomes problematic for the bureaucratic structure and its goal

setting capability. For investigators of organizational bureaucracy,

effectiveness, and goal displacement, the existence and operations of

the informal structure are critical components of study. As different

structural and environmental factors are related to specific informal

processes, these factors also become significant to these investigators.

In this sense, the case studies which precede this chapter are only

two more examples of organizational processes--those related to speci

fic structural conditions surrounding the human service industry as

modified by certain societal and institutional properties of the late

1960's. The studies display those processes which complicate the

management of task and goal-directed procedures. Thus, the case

studies become primarily historical in nature by focusing only on the

social environmental inputs of the 1960's and their consequences on

organizational processes. Given the complexity of these inputs and

the variation within the form and properties of the organizations under

study, there would be no new emergent principle linking all these fac

tors to some predictable organizational outcome.
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It is suggested that the Action approach has more value than merely

providing additional detailed studies of the "recalcitrant tools of

action" of bureaucratic structures. For sake of discussion, let us

assume that, generally, organizational theory is seriously complicated

by a variety of ever-changing historical and environmental factors,

new tasks, new technologies, and new structural forms. Let us also

assume that organizations have in common at least one key feature--

that they are composed of individual human beings whose day-to-day

definitions of reality and modes of interaction can be examined for

regularities.

We can then initiate organizational analysis which has as its object

of study the organizational processes themselves. Goffman, in Asylums

(1961), provides a rare example of this focus. Organizational struc

ture is not absent in this study but processes occupy center stage.

It does not seem impossible to develop a full theory of formal organi

zation based on the analysis of organizational process and able to

cope with the full range of organizational phenomena. In this approach,

formal organization can be viewed as the arena where all the defini

tions of the situation of all actors come together to produce the so

cial reality of the organization. Formal organization then becomes

the result of the interaction of intentions, perspectives, strategies,

compromise, and negotiations (Strauss, et al. 1964). This theory

would not contradict the structural-functionalist or systems approach

but complement it.
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A supporting argument for such a theory might be based on positive

answers to the following questions:

1. What if there were a basic set of core interaction processes
within all modern organizations?

2. What if these processes were far fewer in number than the
number of environmental and organizational variables inform
ing the structural-functionalist and systems approach?

3. What if the essential reason we have not discovered a typology
of organizational process is that we have not looked for one?

4. What if comparative organizational investigation began with
its focus on sameness of process rather than on similar his
torical and structural factors?

5. What if we looked at structure as the product of process
rather than process as the product of structure?

What we might find is that there are fewer core organizational pro

cesses than there are historical and structural factors. If that Were

the case, we might choose to typologize organizations by the processes

they employ, display, or undergo. Sameness would be established by

process indicators rather than structural indicators. Prediction of

organizational outcomes would proceed based on comparative analysis of

organizations displaying similar process. And structural elements

would be examined as they intervene with, promote, or otherwise alter

basic processes or result from these processes.

One result of such a theoretical position would be that we would no

longer be surprised at self-servicing and theft within one organiza

ton's "underlife." Rather, we would begin by asking "How, in this

organization, do the members distribute legitimate and illegitimate
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rewards and what structural features tend to limit or otherwise shape

the process or result from the process?" Such an approach could as

readily deal with self-servicing features in a factory (Dalton, 1970)

or among thousands of civil servants (Auletta, 1977).

In conclusion, this study has used a developmental, Action approach

to organizational change. This approach provided an explanation of

the acquisition of different organizational character by two new human

service organizations. The role of social-historical factors, organi

zational-structural factors, and human interactions were explored in

the development of the organizations. Finally, some theoretical impli

cations were drawn.
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APPENDIX I

History and Methods of the Research

This study began as an exercise in a field research class in spring,

1970. A friend had just begun to work as a nurse in a newly-created

drug abuse treatment program. I met all the staff members as they were

hired and the clients as they were admitted to the program. I was as

close to the inception, of an organization as a researcher could be

without being part of the program.

By examining an organization from its inception, it appeared to me, a

researcher could discover something about organizations that might re

main masked by aspects of more mature organizations. I hoped to see

the course of the life and/or death of the program and discover the

major forces leading to the survival or demise of the program. This

particular focus altered radically during the course of observation

and analysis.

I received permission to attend regular staff meetings, to hang around

the office and other open places in the program at intake and informal

periods, to converse freely with and interview staff members, and to

interview clients. I did not request or receive permission to attend

group therapy or to observe one-to-one therapy, for reasons of ethics,

acceptance of my research presence by staff, and reasonable distribution

of my energies.
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For some time, I openly took copious notes at staff meetings, notes on

What was said, how the positions were presented and altered, and num

bers of questions on the meaning of what I was recording. No one ap

peared to pay particular attention to these participant observation

techniques. I attended all regular and most special staff meetings; in

addition, staff members conversed freely with me in the building and

elsewhere. While individual interviews were extensively used throughout

the research, the substance of the questions differed markedly from

respondent to respondent and over time. The interview questions probed

the nature of current events and actions and generated answers which

tended to reveal underlying causes of staff practices and program pro

cesses. The interviews were recorded on tape and then carefully trans

cribed.

The staff members spoke freely about their own concerns and attitudes,

as well as assessing the skills, attitudes, and actions of their co

Workers. They were interested in my perceptions which I shared with

them towards the end; these perceptions stirred much reaction from them,

providing even more data. During this entire period, my friend, as an

effective strategic informant, continued to inform me of events that

occurred during my occasional absences, of positions she and others

took in response to these happenings, and of issues which were antici

pated. However, I collected the bulk of the information myself through

interviews and participant observation.

In the earliest stages of my research, I encountered considerable dif

ficulty trying to understand what was occurring in the program. I
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perceived much flexibility and apparent chaos. I began by attributing

this state to differences in status and ideological backgrounds of

staff, a lack of cohesive policy toward client therapy, a view which

was shared and voiced by the staff. What puzzled me was how, in this

world of differences, personal and ideological, decisions could be made

about clients, their intake, treatment, and discharge. I was also

puzzled why the desire to leave this employment ebbed and flowed in each

staff member, why they became disappointed over things so differently

from each other, why they argued so heatedly for and against individual

clients, why they used such different standards to measure their accom

plishments, different from each other and themselves at various points

in time.

When I made my early notes and observations, I was caught up in a form

of psychologism; that is, the questions I was asking were framed, "What

is it about him that makes him do that or talk that way?" It was not

until some time had passed and similarities were noted in the actions

and words of staff members and changes were observed that I turned my

attention to more sociological concerns, "What is it about the situa

tion that generates these processes and practices?"

I reviewed my noted, chronologically, line by line, word by Word. What

emerged was the picture which structured the research to follow, in

both research sites and in the literature. Clues which appeared in my

notes gave rise to the questions and subsequent categories which were

pursued throughout. As I became more enmeshed in the categories of
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behaviors and the conditions which preceded them I talked to friends,

associates, and acquaintances in allied occupational areas and levels.

Material was also found in my reading in human services organizations

which, though unsystematic, tended to extend my focus. The second

case study began in circumstances equally fortuitous. When the facility

housing the drug abuse treatment program was closed, the services that

it provided were consolidated in new and other facilities in newly de

vised programs. This entailed much reshuffling of personnel and clients,

the splitting up of therapy teams into individual components, and the

reordering of these components into new programs. My strategic infor

mant was reassigned to a new community mental health center. She joined

the Center at the beginning and was deeply involved in program design,

facility remodelling, and personnel selection. Through her, I followed

the development of this new facility closely but informally.

Again I met both staff and clients and developed social relations with

key persons. Since I was somewhat legitimized by my prior relationship

with the DAT, I was easily accepted as part of CCC environment by most

persons. I discovered that the Program Director sensed an insuffici

ency in the program evaluation which was supplied him by the Corpora

tion. He desired the development of an evaluation instrument relevant

to the program. In fall of 1973, he approached me about the feasibility

of my creating such an instrument for the facility. Devising the in

strument provided me with much direct, exhaustive, and systematic infor

mation on workers' attitudes. The inventory of items reflected the way

in which Staff think about clients and their measures of that success

and failure.
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In order to develop the inventory, it was necessary for me to attend

Staff meetings within each unit of the program and meetings with their

consultants, to interview staff members individually and over some

period of time. This process generated large quantities of data par- .

ticularly on the issue of goals. I also conducted a large number of

interviews on goals and attitudes which served in the development of

the inventory. These same data sources and methods also provided useful

information about client assessment, behavioral change, and changes in

Standards. In addition to my general respondents and strategic infor

mants, I was fortunate to have four "marginal informants," that is,

informed and insightful persons not tied to the program, but whose pe

culiar wantage points generated useful perspectives. Two informants

were psychiatric consultants. The third marginal informant was an older

nurse educator who supervised nursing students in training at the facil

ity. The fourth was a former psychiatric technician who had done her

training at the facility earlier and was ultimately hired as a staff

member. The shifts in her insights and attitudes were most revealing.

Talking with clients offered few helpful insights on the programs.

Most clients perceived me as an inspector who could bring negative im

pacts on the facility which sheltered them. The clients were consis

tently careful to point out how good everything was, how humane and

generous the staff, and so on.

I gathered field notes until their substance grew repetitious. I con

tinued to stay in touch as important decisions and changes were made
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via good informants, but ceased to spend large periods of time in

the facility. The data collection method which typified the history

of this research resembles what Denzin (1970) felicitously calls "tri

angulation." Triangulation refers to the use of multiple methods to

acquire confidence in the products of data collection. I used all the

methods immediately available to me and appropriate to the setting;

interviews, participant observation, strategic informants, documents

(publications, newsletters, clients' charts, program evaluation), in

ventory and scale construction, and case studies of other similar pro

grams.

The product of these data collection efforts was a mass of qualitative

data. However, moving contemporaneously with field work was the crea

tion of numerous theoretical memos on aspects of the new organizations

particularly relationships and processes. These memos served to focus

the research by resolving certain questions and producing new ones;

memos in this study dealt with the differences in the makeup, work,

locale, morale, client populations, programs, and on professionaliza

tion, policy setting, and directed change.

As noted earlier, the original focus was on the development of organi

zational character. Out of the data analysis emerged the process of

self-servicing, broken down into its constituent processes. Questions

about self-servicing naturally arose, "Why did it occur; that is, What

purpose did it serve? How did it occur; that is, what forces contri

buted to it, shaped it, and controlled it?" These questions, in turn,

led to an ever-widening field of investigation, into forces beyond the
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organization under Study and linking these forces to persons and prac

tices within the organization. Finally, there is the challenge of com

paring one's own analysis to that of organizational theory, explaining

similarities and dissimilarities and the merits of different perspec

tives and methods.

When doing field research in the same site for an extended period of

time, the analytic process includes asking questions not only of res

pondents, but of onesself and what is missing from one's understanding.

One constantly creates explanations which then become replaced by or

subsumed under other explanations, as the questions outpace the answers.

The questions then lead to the setting of numerous tasks which guide

additional research.

Two concerns intruded as analytic cautions. The first concern involves

the drawing of inferences from observations. Inferences about the

source of the behavior of others is based on a supposed common under

standing of language, motives, and actions of others. When the re

searcher suspects, for example, covert resistance to change which is re

ceiving overt support, he must rely on insight to explain the discre

pancy. He will detect a discontinuity between Words and actions and

fill the discontinuity with some explanation. Nothing is as certain as

the researcher would like. Actions are taken which can plausibly be

interpreted as serving a number of different purposes; it may be im

possible to ascertain which plausible purpose is the correct one if,

in fact, only one purpose is being served at a time. One is then
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caught not in defending data but the Warranting process which fills

the void between evidence and statement.

The explanation, then, would be indefensible were it not that the data

exist in a stable configuration, the result of using a triangulating

form of data collection, of accumulating memos of increasingly sophis

ticated theoretical insight, of following up carefully on insights

suggested by actors themselves, and of comparing and reconcil ing the

explanations and attributions the actors on the same events and actions.

The second concern is the problem of the reification of attractive

ideas. When one finds that an idea seems to explain or capture in some

way what one has observed, two tendencies result: 1) one tends to ex

plain everything in terms of that idea, 2) one becomes so attached to

the idea that one is reluctant to surrender it in favor of a better one.

The only way to test out an idea is to display it to others and their

criticism. This I did during the latter stages of research, letting

the subjects in the study comment on the emergent ideas. While their

rejection or acceptance of these ideas as accurate or adequate Would

not, of themselves, prove or disprove their validity, their opinions did

provide additional data in both directions. During this period, I both

presented and defended my ideas to others outside the study, persons in

allied occupational areas and in academia. Their comments tempered

both the substance of the ideas and my attachment to them.
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Analysis proceeded in stages of increasing abstraction. The first

stage began with close word-by word analysis of notes taken at DAT

staff meetings. The first page of notes reflected a serious debate

over a difficult patient. One staff member turned to the group, asking

"What I want to know is what we are getting out of this?" What staff

members were getting from their work, each other, the patients, and the

program was then systematically explored in the data and conceptually

coded. The results were reported in a paper on "self-servicing" pre

sented to classmates. They reviewed this initial paper and the data

which underlay supporting logics. They tested the soundness of assump

tions and inferences expressed in the paper and suggested avenues of

data collection and analysis through which early findings might be ela

borated.

Thus, data analysis began with the first efforts of data collection;

each task modified and extended the other throughout the study. The

questions generated from analysis of early data guided me into areas

which provided some answers, new data, and more questions. I was en

couraged to continue with an inductive analytic approach in the study

of the roots of self-servicing in organizational arrangements, organi

zational processes, and the social, political, and historical environ

ment. What had begun as a small case study grew into a larger study

of the development of organizational character.

Organizations may be studied by a variety of methods including compara

tive analysis, laboratory studies, participant observation, secondary
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analysis, Case study, and so on. The case study method has two short

comings. First, it emphasizes the individual in organizations as op

posed to the organization's relations to its external environment.

Second, it generalizes from the particular without there being any jus

tification for doing so.

While outlining other basic processes discovered in the data and link

ing them into a larger dipiction of the functioning of the organization,

I was compelled to examine how individuals and practices found their

way into the program. This led to more data collection on the organiza

tion of local mental health Services, State and federal mental health

policies, and recent changes in treatment philosophy, technology, and

personnel. Findings on this enlarged case study became more internally

integrated and more explicable against the larger environment.

Shifting back to original data collection in CCC, the same questions

swiftly emerged. Identical and similar internal processes were observed,

explained in terms of similar and dissimilar organizational features and

relationships to the larger environment. Comparative analysis of theo

retical categories within each case study enabled a greater degree of

generalization with supporting justification.

Over the years of the study, the field work diminished as data collec

tion became repetitious and analytic categories became "saturated" With

the same kinds of information. The theoretical memos dealing with pro

cesses and relationships were collated and abstracted into larger, more
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detailed memos which eventually formed the basis of chapters of this

dissertation.

The final stage of analysis involved what Glaser and Strauss (1970)

call "theoretical sampling." This involved comparison of discovered

processes and relationships with findings located in other studies of

mental health institutions and organizational behavior. Of particular

interest were insights provided in the works of Perrow, Silverman,

Stotland and Kobler, Dunham and Weinberg, Strauss and Schatzman, and

Goffman.

It was found that categories of processes and behaviors found in my

study were, in fact, common within the history and functioning of other,

earlier service organizations, with interesting differences. The search

for additional refinement led to secondary analysis of studies of social

welfare agencies which revealed similar dynamics.

Pursuing theoretical categories themselves rather than as manifest only

in service organizations led, for example, to Dalton's study (1970) of

industrial theft and its organizational sources. Similarly, studies of

other situations in which workers control major aspects of their employer

organizations revealed the pervasiveness of many of the processes high

lighted in this study. Finally, the findings of this study were com

pared with the major themes in the sociology of organizations, including

the works of Selznick, Thompson, Silverman, Buckley, Perrow, and Estes.
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